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Does street art and urban creativity contribute to the settlement and establishment of places or non places? Do such
artistic practices transform non places into places and/or
vice versa? Taking a methodological approach towards such
questions, this issue presents original research concerning these artistic practices in their contemporary context.

moment, to mention that is not usual, when dealing with urban creativity, to use quantitative methods and when this
ber of extrapolations that can occur. These academic approaches were followed by a presentation by Lisbon Underdogs on their gallery and public art program practice. In the

urban contexts or discussing its own rightful place, this issue
sheds some light on such questions and contributes to the

communitarian creative practices were presented and disof analysis was combined with great results alongside the
direct contact experience of Swedish reality.

The contents were partially presented at the Lisbon Street
Art & Urban Creativity International Seminar (2015). After the
opening remarks and welcome by the Fine Art Faculty representative, a very pertinent image questioning was launched

a keynote address by Magda Sayeg, that in a sharp, honest,
and incisive manner presented her work, motivations, and

addressed both EU projects, publishing experience, and
gender issues within urban creativity.
In the Mouraria Creative Hub (CIM) we experienced another
gies of approaching urban creativity. The following keynotes
opened to consider a broader dimension, including practices
from consolidated contemporary authors that work with light
and sculpture. Also questioning the preservation approach,
Peter Bengsten raised issues that led to a lively discussion
with the audience.
The next day started with a balance between quantitative
and qualitative research methods and great quality examples of each approach were presented. It is pertinent, at this

also in our experience of knowledge sharing. With a full
room, both Sintra based Miguel (RAM) and Magda Sayeg
presented details of their personal work process, sharing unedited and never revealed material.
We would like to acknowledge all that gathered for the seminar and for the production of the journal, and all that contributed with written work or critical reviews (members of the
us in person, and who followed at a distance, sending us
their remarks through the available channels.

The Lisbon Street Art & Urban Creativity International Seminar (2015) had the support of FBAUL/CIEBA, FLAD and CIM/CML.
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The ‘Place to Be’ for Street Art Nowadays
is no Longer the Street, it´s the Internet
Katja Glaser
University of Siegen, Artur-Woll-Haus,
Am Eichenhang 50, 57076 Siegen
glaser@locatingmedia.uni-siegen.de
Abstract
The current practice of photographic presentation, documentation, circulation, reception and negotiation of street art (pic-

-

-

-

Street Art, Street Art Photography, New Media, Social Networks, Creative City, Net Policy.

This paper is about recent developments of local, situated

they are able to upload their digital photographs, almost in

street art practices in the context of globally networked me-

real-time, into the data stream of the internet. Consequently,

-

-

tion processes and mobile, portable and digitally networked

ment sites like Flickr or Instagram, on street art blogs, websites, apps, or may be embedded into digital street maps.

changes in both the perception and production of street art.

Its upload, circulation and distribution in or through social

In a certain sense, one could even assert that it somehow

networks, in particular Facebook, plays an important role in
this phenomenon. As will become clear, online practices (re)

Instead of languishing in its temporary and ephemeral exis-

versa. Within this paper, I would like to pay particular atten-

tence in the street, street art is more and more both located

tion to the global conception of local street art practices.

and situated on the internet. What happens is that, today,

I particularly want to highlight the reciprocal constitution of
local street art practices and global art discourse, with spe-

passing by and strolling through the city space. Instantly,
6

cial attention to the concepts of location and placement.
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tion, online presentation, circulation and reception have to
-

be understood as constitutive parts of their work. Street art-

mentation and circulation can bring for them. With this in

ists think about the way their work will look on the screen;

mind, local street art practices change: If street artists want

that is why they choose locations tailored to their individual

to make sure that their work will be seen, they place it on

needs and their own artistic aspirations. My thesis is that
street artists may even reject individual spots if it turns out

tours pass. Generally speaking, there is no need for street
artists to frequent risky spots anymore, if ever. A backyard, if
well documented, could be equally valued.

photo will not prevail. Conversely, it must be highlighted

Among other things, this leads to the development of so

that photographic documentation practices are also having

works that (almost entirely) manage to exist without physical

recipients yet unknown, possibly unnoticed point of views.

presence. This means, I relate to works that could have been

Consequently, by dealing with photography, street artists are
also beginning to perceive both their works and locations in

ists use their online channels to exclusively upload sketches,

new ways. Herein lies one of the future potentials that street
artists may take advantage of to advance artistically.

graphics or illustrations. In these cases, the notion of street
art acts as nothing but a label. The fact is that both of these

In this context, it can be noted that some artists already
use their Facebook page or wall in a similar way to the way

as street art pieces, as long as they are documented and

that they interact with the streets. Photos are meticulously

circulated adequately. Their place to be is the internet; what

selected and only pictures of both high quality and artistic

now matters is not the physical location, it is the digital one

value are uploaded onto their page. This means that street
artists do not only upload photos onto their Facebook walls

necessarily aim to position their works on highly frequented

that serve as documents of past interventions, but as self-

spots and streets. Rather they tend to situate photographs

contained compositions. Often, these pictures are taken by

of their works on the internet. Due to these developments,

photographers that they have befriended, who pay special

-

attention to aesthetic values. With this in mind, street artists often acknowledge external support, especially when
or professional equipment. Of special interest are photos

-

that take into account photo-aesthetic values; that is to say,

work are of particular interest. The digital audience, conse-

-

quently, has become the far more attractive one from which

cal situatedness, provide an interesting perspective or framing, and which thus overcome a pure, documentary style.

Bengsten, 2014). In the course of this development, street

These kinds of photographic skills, for instance, can be observed by the example of Germany based artists TONA and

phenomenon without local attributes.

ALIAS. And this seems to be hardly surprising. ALIAS, who
is well known for his meticulous selection of spots and sitethe online environment: If you have a look at his Facebook

the negotiation of street art online is having a massive im-

page, it becomes apparent that he somehow interacts with

pact on the whole art form in general. Street artists are grad-

the provided online architecture in a way comparable to the

ually adapting to the locative and situational conditions and

streets. Only photos with noticeable aesthetic added value
7
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tors (re)produce the relevant (local) art works of selected
physical location and context. Another increasingly popular
photo-documentary style relates to photographs that show
four blogs and six books, between 2002 and 2009. By doalso applies these kinds of documentation practices. Often,

ing so, she unfolded the international street art canon of the
beginning of the 21st century. As she has shown, Above,

process of pasting them; and, additionally, he himself as art-

Blek le Rat, D*Face, Faile, Miss Van, Shepard Fairey, Swoon

ist and author. His documentation practices, consequently,

and The London Police appeared to be the most popular,
or at least most mentioned, artists of these years.1 Just as
interesting is the fact that almost 50 per cent of all street art

diverse framework of multi-perspective viewpoints.

books were published by just eleven authors; out of 67 in to20 per cent of all street art authors are responsible for almost
In the course of this development, the relevance of (professional) street art photographers increases. It is important to

Given the above, the relevance of (central) street art photog-

note that these photographers always make choices consid-

raphers should not be underestimated. Especially photogra-

ering what to photograph, what to show, and whose work to

phers who have been thrilled by the movement right from its

promote on their website or social network site (Rushmore,
2013). Consequently, they do not only document street art,

Martha Cooper who is well known for her passionate docu-

they also (re)produce it. By selecting single pieces and igLuna Park, a photographer from Brooklyn, is particularly
consciously, sometimes not. Although their choices ap-

mentioned in newer publications. Much like Berlin based

parently seem to represent the present state ‘of the local

photographer Boris Niehaus aka JUST, she represents the
Getting your street art photographed by one of these pho-

In this context, RJ Rushmore, founder of the street art blog

tographers can be read as a sign of approval (Rushmore,
2013). This is one of the reasons that street art photographs

that anyone outside of Brooklyn will know about that artist

do not only incorporate subcultural capital, but are linked
to economic and (art) market-related interests. At the same

post [his or, KG] her own photos. For some, who have never
been to New York, but still consider it a street art capital
2014). This fact has to be seen in contrast to the argument
that street art originally ran counter to the logic of gatekeepThis means that people who are following individual street

ers. Thus, one of the main reasons street artists used to use
the streets as their presentation platform was to undermine

-

the central and selective role of gallerists, curators and meth-

tive selection and upload of single street art photographers.

ods of getting up that surrounded institutions in general. In
bigger cities like Berlin and Hamburg this may probably not
be that worrisome, since the subjective selection of individ-

exclusively based on what they can see online.
In this way, central street art photographers do not only

ual photographers tends to matter less. Moreover, there are

-

lots of tourists who also contribute to the production and ag-

ence the formation of a somehow globally accepted street

gregation of a great amount of street art pictures; especially
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when they take part in one of the many, newly established
and quite popular street art tours. In smaller cities, however,

This constellation leads to the rise of two independent, but
at the same time interrelated processes: On the one hand,
artists sometimes reach out to bloggers and photographers
to announce their latest work (Rushmore, 2013). In doing so,

Overall, it is apparent that street art photography has some-

they hand over exclusive image rights while at the same time

how become a popular hobby. Today there are a lot of peostreet art blogs or online platforms. Street art blogger RJ
in capturing the latest street art pieces in their city. Sometimes there appears to be an unspoken competition in up-

time these tips are friendly, but occasionally artists try telling
the bloggers and photographers what to do, as if the artists

else does (Rushmore, 2013). Immediacy seems to be linked
to qualitative values. In this context, one artist from Berlin
states:
order to tell them what to do and how to act; in a similar way
(interview KG, 6/2013).
among individual Facebook users, including artists, photogThis additional argument has shown that very often, new

raphers and bloggers.

work can be seen online the same day it hits the streets. On-

About six months ago, Marc Schiller twittered that street

line platforms like Facebook and Instagram, consequently,

artists should exercise their voice more on the street; that

on the Wooster site anymore: Because it seems like nobody
has anything to say that is provocative. He explains that he
A similar phenomenon can be observed in the case of central bloggers. Marc and Sara Schiller for example, a couple

them online. They have no emotional power online, he adds,

from the US, started their street art blog in 2003 out of sheer

because they rarely say anything.2 Due to the fact that Schil-

enthusiasm for street art and in order to share some pictures
with their family and friends. The Schillers, nowadays, are

whole development, these statements are quite surprising.

not only generally respected within the scene, they also pub-

street art scene that exists today; an opinion which is shared

-

by several actors of the street art world and which has thus
become an inspiring source for further discussions and polemics.3

states:
[the Schillers, KG]
At this point, let me turn to a related point. Besides private
-

institutions, municipal associations and free curators, it is
more and more up to bloggers, photographers and other re-
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before the event took place inhabitants were ordered to
have a voice. Since about four years now, it seems like street

-

art festivals are popping up in almost every city or country around the globe (Rushmore, 2013). These festivals are

concealed sociopolitical issue: While the walls attracted with
luminous colors, they covered the predominant gap in the

preferably located in the seemingly fancy, arty-farty districts

local cityscape. They assume that the real estate company

of the cities. Their line-ups are mainly based on online research (Rushmore, 2013) which means that bloggers and

visual imagery of street art with the intention to distract from
previously outlined urban policy measures. In doing so, they

they themselves created, but continue to reinforce it. In doing so, they favor the consolidation of a somehow globally

future street art festivals and similar events should turn their

accepted street art canon which, at least initially, may be

attention when fathoming (out) their objectives.

perceived as a fairly static formation. These touring muralists
In the light of this case, more general questions regarding
informed about local situations, discourses or polemics. So

walls and the creative city can be raised. In the end, it should

what they do is put up a nice, decorative mural that works

be critically questioned what kind of negotiation processes

everywhere, but has no relation to the local streets and its
What are the key assumptions which frame a responsible,
level of artistic skill, they often lack one of the main char-

sustainable, and preferably globally oriented city development? And who is in charge of the decision-making process?

Since most of the works circulate online, there seems to be

Besides their seemingly favorable and decorative upgrade
of individual districts, should street and urban art festivals

-

not at least try to grasp urban dynamics and take up local
themes? Regardless of this, it remains unclear as to why the
creative city, especially in the course of festivals, seems to

This, or at least a similar phenomenon, may have been the

regulate itself quite frequently instead of gaining, appropri-

case in Hamburg. In September 2014 there was a street art

ating and conquering (new) space(s). Following this idea, it

-

could be even stated that the creative city somehow alienstreet art. Drawing things together, this may not be that sur-

-

prising. Elaborating on street art festivals and its underlying

ed to paint the temporary walls of the construction site at

policies, one is probably confronted with the same dynamics

a lot of positive feedback since the colorful, quite decora-

the one hand, they promote themselves as welcoming, re-

tive murals seemed to please a great amount of passers-

sponsible, open-minded, lively and creative location factors

by, tourists and not to forget, online audiences. Berlin based
tourists and attracts investors. On the other hand, they consome criticism by directly highlighting the sociopolitical rel-

-

evance of its venue. In an corresponding online article they
In December 2014 he covered two of his iconic large scale
clubs, bars, an underground car park and the petrol station
the surrounding area during the last years, we felt it was time
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-

tion of complex feelings and their reduction to the like-button

sage towards the city, its investors, the real estate company

may have contributed to the general leveling of (aesthetic)
judgment and individual taste at large. Careless optimism re-

it must be highlighted that the location and its surrounding
time, it must be taken into account that both in academia
represented (and still represents) a lucrative building site for
new luxury apartments which were not only supposed to

encompassing qualitative judgments or impose rules of nor-

but also from their unique view.

main neutral, dealing with aesthetic qualities within a clearly

Secondly, these events allude to another closely associat-

framed, mostly self-referential discourse; popular culture

ed point: It somehow seems as if there is a serious lack of

very often reports on (internationally) celebrated artists and

profound discourse regarding the negotiation of street and

their related market value.4 How else can we explain that

urban art festivals, in particular with respect to the contex-

the general media landscape seems to know little about the

every project is emphatically featured and promoted by a

knows best about the winning amount of his last auction?

-

heterogeneous criteria and parameters tend to comment on
almost every large-scale project in a quite one-dimensional
-

strate artistic expertise, this attitude may be legitimate. In
contrast, it could be argued that the recently outlined lack of

-

-

fore, to new norms and power relations: Within the street art

ferentiated criteria and neglecting multi-perspective points

as well as administrators of Facebook pages position them-

of view, street art festivals and related artworks, in the end,
lose more of their impact than the general downscaling that

makers, and gatekeepers. However, it should not be forgot-

the now common, web based pixel standard already accom-

ten that blogging and street art photography originally were
a bottom-up practice. In recent years, the number of street

regarded Facebook culture and its related real time stream?

of smartphone technologies. Everybody with a phone can
-

-

tributed to rebalancing recently outlined, originally disparate
constellations; in particular, platforms or websites that favor
points towards a newspaper article by Jonathan Jones from

user participation have triggered the direction of such devel-

The Guardian, which states:

opments.

the same time interrelated, environments: The streets and
the internet (galleries and museums excluded). Usually, artists try to satisfy a double public: On the one hand, they try
to satisfy the expectations of the constantly growing online
audience; on the other hand, they do not neglect their output
and replaced in a moment (Jones, 2010: n.p.).

in the streets. Consequently, it seems to be a step of logical
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consistency to assign online media a central role in (trans)
forming and (re)shaping the present street art world. My re-

a free infrastructure. Rather, the whole cultural, political, ecoits networking structures, its algorithms and its mechanisms
of coordination. It seems to be no gesture of emancipation to

paying close attention to global conceptions and discourses

Facebook. A much more promising approach lies in the usage of the internet and (yet available) online infrastructure;

worth mentioning when talking about street art festivals and

-

their negotiation of spatial appropriation, selection of site/
have already brought into being initiatives like Diaspora, Ello,
elaborating on the formation or consolidation of a street art

Lorea, Crabgrass and GNU Social (Lovink, 2012). The key

and urban art canon. Prospectively, this may be an impor-

point is that as critical thinking enters the level of networking,
knowledge will be translated into code (Lovink, 2012: 96).

projects, municipal discussions, and political debates can

Notes

take up. Such a discussion, at the same time, requires that
we directly address the present lack of critique and of pro-

2013: 153).

The overall idea or concept of a sustainable, creative and

2 See Salman (2014) with reference to Schiller (2014).

preferably globally oriented city should fall under the active

3 See Dave the Chimp (2014).

responsibility of many heterogeneous actors. It should be

4 See Lovink (2012) with reference to McDonald (2007) and
Schreyach (2007).
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Preserving Urban Heritage and Creativity:
The Reuse of the AXA Building in Porto
Ana Filomena Curralo,
Escola Superior de Tecnologia e Gestão do Instituto Politécnico de Viana do Castelo
Avenida do Atlântico, 4900-348 Viana do Castelo, Portugal
anacurralo@estg.ipvc.pt

Abstract
-

-

Urban Creativity, Building Reuse, Cultural Sustainability, Experience Economy.

Introduction

ing, as architectural heritage, was subject to reuse. The main
façade, windows and balconies were transformed into a

Urban spaces are tangible material constructions and also

vertical music hall, while the inside houses art galleries and

intangible immaterial spheres, resulting from cultural ways
of inhabiting and participating in the city. In addition to this,

was converted into a multimedia cultural performance. Ad-

through subjective ideological representations, the city be-

-

comes an emotionally appropriated place, to live in, to enjoy,

looking the Porto main square, Avenida dos Aliados, and

and to experience. Therefore, urban regeneration encom-

the historical building of the City Hall, the creative cultural

passes tangible and intangible goals.
Aesthetic and symbolic creative agents are increasingly
-

new business opportunities. Experience-oriented projects

clude connecting culture to economy to the urban space,

have thrived within the city environment. Urban regeneration

and feeding the discussion of the potential of such multi-

and cultural policies may become opportunities to build a

party connections. This linkage may help explain the ratio-

-

nale behind the image of a city. Through territorial market-

hancing the subjective dimension of the public space and

ing, tourism promotes destination places as products, which

public amenities.

may be helpful as a tool in devising and designing strategies
The concept of urban regeneration became relevant in the
In the presented case study presented here, the Porto AXA

19th century, during the industrial revolution, with the need

-

of workers to the city. At the time, this originated urban sub-
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urbia based communities, leading to the decline of urban

new features and other cultural resources not bound to a

center populations and consequently to a gradual decline
and growing weaknesses on a social, economic and cultural

in a liquid reality (Bauman, 2001), such as cultural events,

level (Benévolo, 2001).

-

In the late 1920s, the International Congress for Modern Ar-

by uncertainty and insecurity and it opposes the rigid ‘solid

address the new reality of the urban center. It triggered an

references, which were set aside and gave way to the logic

awareness of the role of preservation and conservation, as

of now, of movement.

A paradigmatic example of this is the permanent revolution of
system, urban context, and the construction of identity.

historical centers, showcasing a relentless mutation/change.

In 1929, the second meeting of the association presented

Urban interventions sought to re-insert these spaces in the

-

urban fabric, by becoming qualifying factors for those urban

sign process, seeking greater centrality for the human be-

centers, to the point of being requested by urban popula-

ing in the development of interventional proposals. Between

tions in small, medium and large cities. The urban space may

1931 and 1933 new conferences were held, culminating in

be construed as the place for strangers to meet. According

the Charter of Athens. This document set the foundations

to Sennet (1978) this meeting has particular traits: there is

and goals for urban and architectural intervention (De Fusco,

no before or after meeting; the event has no past or future,

1985). Later, following the destruction of European territories

there is no continuity to the story. In this sense, urban life

during World War II, it was necessary to rethink their struc-

requires a social activity the author calls civility. It is the abil-

-

ity to interact with strangers without using their strangeness

stitutional frameworks. The reconstruction process allowed

against them. Bauman (2001) believes we live in a world with

contemporary needs and strategies to be addressed, by

more urban spaces than civilian spaces.

and more sustainable living conditions, with better employ-

Another perspective proposed by Trueman (cit. in Jay, 2006)

ability and safety, thus implying a change in the principles of
urban planning. Post-war reconstruction witnessed serious

brand, considering the wide variety of interested sponsors,

social and economic problems, discussed in the Internation-

for example, the local business community. According to

al Conference on Modern Architecture, which followed the

this author, it is possible to examine the city as a brand, us-

Second World War (Benévolo, 2001). These meetings introduced new urbanism and architecture, whose main concern
was the city identity, in a new understanding of the network

discourse may be set for the city, as a tourist, professional,
and housing product, creating its very own identity. Kotler
(Kotler et al. 1993) argues that in a global economy, each
destination city competes with others in search for com-

relate and react to the surrounding environment, the identity

mercial advantage. According to Kotler, places are in fact

of a place and similar concepts were gradually inserted into

products, whose identities and values must be designed and

political discourses, linked and developed in 1964 with the

marketed. Failing to adequately market a placeing means a

Charter of Venice (also known as the International Bill of Res-

risk of stagnation and economic decline.

toration) (Moutinho, 1999) and more recently with the New

In this sense the economic prosperity of a country, city or

Charter of Athens in 2003, in the IV International Congress

culture is directly linked to the mystique of a place - its heri-

for Modern Architecture. Especially in the second half of the
20th century, the traditional urban cultural attractions such

They must all work together to create more sustainable poli-

as theaters, works of art and museums saw the addition of

cies and strategies.
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manent infrastructures. In order to solve these dilemmas,
According to Gartner (1993), the destination image is formed

Bianchini advocates cultural planning, as alternative to traditional cultural policies which that are still grounded in aes-

conative. The cognitive component is the set of beliefs and
attitudes leading to an internally accepted image of attriThe discourse on cities touches on social inclusion, performchoosing one destination instead of another. The conative
component concerns the images developed during the cog-

including the ability to implement intersecting interventions

ner, 1993).

forms of action: economy vs. culture, public vs. private,
ephemeral vs. permanent, local vs. global. Due to an inter-

Destination image is crucial in the touristic decision making

esting political repercussion, cities are allowed to rehearse

process because all decision making factors such as money,

political, institutional, and governing solutions that are repre-

time or family are based on the image of each destination,

sent creative and innovative means to deal with new urban

tion to visit and to revisit a given destination (Stepchenkova

of performance forms (Costa et al., 2007). Discussions on

& Mills, 2010).

cultural planning have evolved with the urban cultural policy
debate, partly because of its more ambitious and holistic na-

ture. A consequence of this is that the culture approach in

tures is a creative exercise deeply connected to design prin-

the scope of urban policy tends to be made in purely func-

-

ture can add to the economy.

as the limits of the planet become more clearer apparent,
-

experience economy, created by Pine and Gilmore (1999),

ent ways (in terms of economy and also health) requesting

to argue that , cities can progress, drawing on and he be-

new systems with more responsive resources. Thus, design

lieves that the economy is not just based on culture, enter-

presents an asset to society, urban planning and the local

tainment or tourism, or even the cultural and creative indus-

economy.

tries, but also on local services (restaurants, the wellbeing
industry, etc.). Therefore, territorial development requires a
tion, to the extent that it invites people to enjoy and spend

Cultural approaches spread throughout many cities in Eu-

their money both as residents and as visitors and tourists

rope, encouraged in many cases by EU funding. The introduction of urban cultural policy has been much slower than
The convergence between culture and economy in the urban
academic circles only began an explicit debate on this area

context has increased since the 1990s with the expansion

in the 1990s. Bianchini and Parkinson (1993) A pioneering

of city marketing techniques and city branding strategies.

debate on the subject and with a collection of essays that

Identifying the city as a branded product allows the recogni-

explored a range of Western European cities and addressed
dilemmas such as tensions between center and periphery

temporary cities, the mandate of cultural policy must be

-

further expanded in a way that addresses the complex and

mas on whether to encourage production or consumptione;

multifaceted nature of urban culture. Bianchini (1999) suggests that this can only happen through a radical change in

support to events and festivals or to rather supporting per-

our understanding of how to plan and develop city policies:
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able political context. While in Europe, territorial and urban

haps the creativity of artists. This is the creativity of being

planning met its heyday between 1929 and 1979, according

-

to Ferreira (2004), Portugal faced dictatorship (1926-74) and

ural, social, cultural, political and economic environments,

revolution (1974), which resulted in setbacks regarding in the
planning system.

fra-structures [daily routines of working and playing, rituals

The national territorial planning system began in the 1970s
with various regulatory instruments such as the General Ur-

(Bianchini, 1999, pp. 42-43) .

(1976). However, the goals and guidelines of the various
plans could only be met in 1998, with the Law of Land Man-

cultural policy, combining the sphere of the arts with the

-

economic, political, social, educational and environmental

namento do Território e do Urbanismo), which integrated all

spheres of cities. Cities house skilled workers, infrastructure

territorial management tools in a hierarchical system based
on principles such as coordination, compatibility, equity and

and transportation facilities. This means that they can meet

participation (Ribeiro et al., 2012). Concerning the city, this

-

trend is even more evident, as programs with regulatory
character, such as the Municipal Master Plan, shift to stra-

According to these authors, creativity arises as an alternative

tegic and collaborative sector programs, such as the Part-

to instrumental thinking.

nerships for Urban Regeneration, a tool of city policy regulated under the Regional Operational Programs of the QREN

The dominant intellectual traditions shaping urban policies

(2006-2013). According to Domingues (2003), until the end

are deeply rooted in instrumental, rational, and analytical
thinking. Bianchini and Landry (1995). The authors describe
other and from the various levels of government.
and to address complex phenomena that cannot always be
dealt with in a strict logical way. Genuine creativity involves

The POLIS XXI Cities Policy openeds a new cycle for urban

thinking about new problems by adopting as main principles
experimentation, originality, and the ability to rewrite rules;

was directly linked to the role of cities as competitive placshould develop surrounding areas;, and that the implemen-

These ways of thinking and acting encourage innovation

tation of this policy should be sustained in cooperation with

and generate new possibilities. In this sense, according to

urban actors such as municipalities, associations, and com-

-

panies (Ribeiro et al., 2012). This was a milestone in urban

cept, defending progress, novelty, and relentless change
(1995).

was to extend the interventions made in the historic centers
to other areas of the city and even its outskirts. A second innovation was the combination of several dimensions: physical interventions to transform cities into areas of social cohe-

In Portugal, the evolution of urban policies did not keep up

sion, economic competitiveness and environmental quality
(Conde and Resende, 2007: p.55). The third aspect was the

-

promotion of forms of governance based on public partici-

erated, leading to serious imbalances in the territory. These

pation and partnerships with various actors/ urban agents

-

(Ribeiro et al., 2012). In this regard, partnerships with various

sence of territorial planning policies, caused by an unfavor-

actors allowed the growth of cultural and artistic communi-
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ties, which contributed to the regeneration of urban space.

and cultural life of downtown Porto.
-

Near the Porto City Hall, the AXA building is a seven - sto-

ing in Portugal. However, it is associated with an increased
understanding of the relationship between culture and

The building, is the property of the AXA insurance compa-

more conventional techniques, such as spatial economic

ny. It is now a core element in the new urban space syn-

and leisure and cultural activities. The AXA Building is curPortuguese cities proved that culture is an economic motor,
through physical facilities such as theaters, parks, gardens

Economic and Social Development Project of Downtown

and movie theatres. However, for these spaces to be expe-

Porto, sponsored by the local authorities. In addition to in-

rienced and felt as part of a collective culture, as new public

stitutional partnerships, the cultural intervention showcases

spaces, there is still a long way to go.

works from young artists and curators, in artist-in-residence
-

Political power in Portugal, regardless of philosophical inclinations, has come to allow some autonomy to the cultural

than 50 rooms hosting cultural activities, especially exhibi-

ground. Since 1995, public cultural policy has had a tradi-

tions and music concerts. The AXA Building established a

tional attitude, understanding culture as a world view. Ac-

symbiotic environment, combining informality and interactiv-

cording to Silva (1997: p. 44), public policies in the cultural

ity with visitors. The reuse of the AXA Building contaminated

-

cascaded to the surrounding area, disseminating meeting

ements of stimulation and co-responsibility of the plurality of

spots, smaller performances and audiences, and promoting

actors and interests expressed in the so-called civil society.

memorable events for locals and tourists. It translated into
a metamorphosis of the economic landscape of the city, by
enhancing entertainment, experiences and memories, by offering the building and the city a second life supported by art

This century witnessed an increase in building restoration
quality of life.
historic preservation. Rehabilitation has become a research
object for engineering, architecture and design. In Portugal,

Cultural sustainability is an essential dimension in the repre-

economic concerns and ecologically sustainable develop-

sentational and symbolic domain. In a city with high-quality

ment fostered the adaptive reuse of historic buildings, and

museums and art galleries, a new center of attraction served
by a vast network of public transport, and catering and ac-

in economic restructuring.

commodation establishments, creates a cultural and leisure
epicenter, promoting a larger shopping complex, and im-

proving the city experience:

toric center of Porto progressively concentrated service inparticipation in leisure activities has been assumed to in-

crease subjective wellbeing. Leisure is important because

tion of buildings, streets, and roadways, the loss of identity,

it is more under personal control than other sources of life

and a growing exodus of the resident population exodus.
Hence, cultural spaces should be experienced and embodface it, and the increasing patrimonial degradation, the built

ied in the experience of local population as social spaces

landscape was object of subject to rehabilitation works. Al-

and, positive sources of life satisfaction. They should be liv-

though important for the new city dynamics, the most rel-

ing spaces inspiring a common understanding of the place,

evant element for change was the adaptive reuse of the AXA

performing as unifying elements and helping to form a public

Building, which became a benchmark in the urban space

identity, ownership, freedom and responsibility.
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re-experiment, and re-create. The Porto AXA Building is a

torical, patrimonial tourism, and it is now based on targeting

socially relevant space of cultural intervention. It is not de-

stimulating life-pulsing urban landscapes, exhilarating experiences and meaningful recollections. Traditionally, urban

with a series of cultural activities, exhibitions of emerging
artists, and music concerts on the building façade stage

sightseeing, and leisure activities. Now, in addition to the

overlooking the City Hall.

fascination with the historical benchmarks of monuments
and architecture, there are new aesthetic factors: lifestyles,
quotidian routines and atmospheres. In a recent study, a

time no place and every place, nothing and everything, as

positive association was found between participation in

little as possible in expression, and as much as possible

sport, heritage and active-creative leisure activities, and life
satisfaction but not between participation in popular enter-

resources, our future existence. Physical spaces require a

tainment, theatre hobbies and museum/galleries (Brown at

versatile language that does not limit their possibilities. The

al., 2015). This is paramount to understanding the new urban

repeated experience of enjoyment and circulation through

market for tourism and leisure, based on improved upgraded

-

attractions, events and environment, considering the city as

lation of the senses. In fact, participation in leisure activities,

a source of wellbeing, positive emotions and higher life sat-

which are active and promote social interaction, has been

isfaction.

assumed asserted to increase subjective wellbeing. To insist
on this dynamic reconstruction/reuse of social space allows

The economic ecosystem of the downtown Porto received
-

allows representativeness, transforming power and subject
entity (not just object identity) to the local community, be-

a diverse, and unique experience occurs in a dynamic relamultiple contextual factors and that boost the quality of the

brea, 2003: p.50).

and the city experience was revalued. Although prices have

-

increased, so have the number of visitors and residents, at

sively constructed with the glocal community, who haves

-

become a protagonist of the meaning of the identity associ-

ments such as bistro-restaurants, second-hand boutiques

ated to with the space. According to Ribeiro (1998), it is pos-

and guesthouses.
cording to this author, that is the ultimate purpose of design.
Porto AXA building. It is an iconic building for the new urban
paradigm in which the interaction between buildings and ur-

Conclusion

ban space triggers momentous experiences, attracting new

The importance of culture, cultural policies, and creativity for

clientele all -year round and promoting the use and enjoy-

urban regeneration has been playing played a very important

ment of public spaces. In the 21st century, government, local
the emergence of the so-called cultural districts or cultural
promote memorable experiences through culture, with daring events and seemingly impromptu public concerts, using

constitute local-scale industries and economies.

the static urban city and architecture as a stage.
-

ban regeneration also happens through spaces of imagina-
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tion, of surprise, of collective expression, and by emancipat-
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Abstract

-

Introduction

three examples in the Middle East and North Africa: street
art in the Palestinian territories; street art produced in Cairo

Once relegated to subway trains, abandoned buildings, and

during and after the revolution of 2011; and the Djerbahood

seemingly inaccessible areas of the urban landscape, street

project in Tunisia. The conclusion of this analysis is that the

art has emerged in recent years as a critical element in political commentary on current events. This is in no small part

in the rise of street art in the MENA region.

English city of Bristol whose anonymity, ubiquity and creativity have garnered him an international following among

The pseudonymous English street artist Banksy has become
a cultural phenomenon in the two decades or so since he

commentary on contemporary social and political concerns

emerged onto the art scene in the 1990s. His well-crafted,

has taken many forms and his fame, public validation, and

stenciled works of street art provide satirical commentary on

commercial success have helped pave the way for other

contemporary politics and social issues, or just on life itself,

street artists to emerge as key players in the global art mar-

in ways that are somewhat enigmatic, leaving the viewer to
complete their meaning. Speaking of his early time bombing

and market for street art can be seen as a positive result of

walls in the Barton Hill district in the English city of Bristol,
Banksy has described the evolution of his signature stencils.
Describing an incident in which the British Transport Police
painting a train, the artist recalls hiding from the police under

positions the term as a tool for critical discourse about street

a truck:
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I had to cut my painting time in half or give it up altogether.

While continuing to produce street art in England and

I was staring straight up at the stenciled plate on the botBanksy also built a thriving studio practice, creating prints
style and make each letter three feet high (Ellsworth-Jones,

and canvases that have skyrocketed in value over the years.

2013b: n.p.).

His altered Damien Hirst painting, Keep it Spotless, sold at

However, he has also acknowledged the particular political
power of the stencil style, stating that:

the fact that the proceeds from the sale went to charity and
that the work incorporated a painting by Hirst, whose pieces
regularly sell for millions of dollars. However, more typical
works by Banksy still fetch in the $300,000 - $500,000 range

(Ellsworth-Jones, 2013b: n.p.).
by artists such as Keith Haring and Jean Michel Basquiat,
In addition to his street works, Banksy also gained notoriety

-

for the museum interventions that he performed occasionally

ratorial and critical categories while simultaneously engen-

for several years, beginning in 2003 with his insertion into a

dering tremendous popularity among the general public and

gallery of the Tate Britain an altered painting of an English
landscape which he titled Crimewatch UK has Ruined the

-

Countryside for All of Us. These incursions into the museum space share themes with his street art in their tongue-

attracted so many visitors that queues stretched for blocks

in-cheek questioning of authority, presentation of multiple

during the entire run of the show, which was extended for

avenues for interpretation and their subversion of popular
Academy Award in the documentary category. His month-

long residency in New York in the fall of 2013 received wide

ment itself. Banksy continually walks the line between join-

national and international media coverage and sent New

ing and rejecting that establishment. His choice of the street

Yorkers and visitors alike rushing around the city in search of

as the primary location for his imagery and the sarcasm he

each new Bansky creation.

displays toward cultural authority suggest a wholesale rejecThe CNN correspondent Max Foster is generally credited
Yet Banksy also employs art market strategies such as the

to increasing interest in street art seen during the years that

creation and retailing of prints and multiples and mounts his

Banksy was gathering attention and respect for his work

own exhibits to sell his work. In so doing, he embraces, or at

(Foster, 2006).. The term as originally coined focused on
-

and the expectations of its patrons. When Banksy mounted
enter the mainstream of galleries, art fairs, and museums.
created a spectacle that rivaled those of international art
fairs and that attracted a similar set of well-heeled visitors
from the arts and entertainment industries (Wyatt, 2006)..

street artists, began to rise substantially along with the art-

That the show also attracted its share of street artists and
universally applauded, however, and some within the street
of his work and its impact.

art community questioned whether Banksy had sold out and
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or urban, art. These included a 2008 show of commissioned
blog post Marc Schiller of the Wooster Collective alluded to

street art at the Tate Modern, a 2009 survey of the work of

-

Shepard Fairey at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston

ally a good thing for the street art movement and concluded
Museum of Contemporary Art. The Wynwood Walls complex
in Miami, which mixes high-end bars and restaurants with
Like Andy Warhol before him, Banksy has almost single

commissioned street art, sprang up in 2009, the brainchild of

-

a local property developer. The warehouse complex, located

ably never felt they appreciated art before…The fact that

just blocks from the heart of Art Basel Miami and supported

-

by sponsors such as American Airlines and Heineken Beer,
art scene, and commerce. In what might be cynically seen
as a bid for authenticity, the project brought on as a contrib-

There are now a lot of people that have money and want

uting artist Martha Cooper, the legendary photographer of

is now Banksy. They read about Banksy selling his work at

wood Walls, with its international crowd of art lovers, is a

far cry from the train sheds and abandoned rail yards where
-

the artists whom Cooper originally chronicled practiced their

tually a good thing for artists who are talented and want to

craft. For some, the existence of a place like Wynwood Walls

and buying work from other talented artists who are part of

almost completely divorced from its true urban roots.

the movement (Schiller, 2007: n.p.).
Indeed the Wooster Collective itself, a collaborative that
The proliferation of street art in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA), particularly during and in the wake of the
n.p.) through its website, books and public lectures, arguably

Arab Spring of 2011, has been widely documented through

owes at least something of its own success to the Banksy ef-

social media, websites, and several published photo essays.

fect. The Wooster Collective was founded in 2001, launched
their website in 2003, and achieved public and critical ac-

or negative development, in a context of war, political uprole that street art has played in liberating the voices of the

prominence in the contemporary art scene and his com-

people of this region during times of revolution and change.

consider the emergence of street art as a means of popular
American street artist who would garner fame as well as criticism for his 2008 portrait of President Barack Obama, was
building a career and a following throughout the decade as

-

were artists such as Faile and Pure Evil, street artists who

creasing popularity and acceptance of street art, the com-

have achieved commercial success by translating their style
to formats such as prints, graphic design and album covas a vehicle for political and social protest. I look at three
several other major museums featured exhibitions of street,

examples of countries in which street art has been intention-
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ally deployed as a vehicle of political protest or as a means

of work on the separation wall and the relatively blank can-

to generate tourism in the face of political unrest: street art

vas that Banksy encountered in 2005 has today become a

in the Palestinian territories; street art in Egypt, particularly

palimpsest of overlapping and sometimes competing im-

Cairo; and the Djerbahood project in Tunisia. In each case I
Banksy returned to Palestine on two other occasions after
his 2005 visit. In 2007 he and several international and Palestinian artists created a number of new paintings in BethThe Palestinian territories present a unique example of a

lehem. In addition to the new street images, Banksy also or-

they are the one location in the region where Banksy himself

-

Bank barrier, or separation wall, between Israel and Pales-

Ghetto concept was six years old by that time; since 2001

tine he painted a series of nine images that called attention

Banksy had created a pop-up gallery with the same name
by himself and other urban artists (Brown, 2006). By 2007

These ranged from a simple stencil of a girl holding a bunch

the annual shop had become so well known and popular

-

that its removal to Bethlehem received substantial attention
from the UK and international press. The Bethlehem iteration

sandy beaches and palm trees. Banksy reported that he was
harassed at least once by an Israeli soldier who encountered

to encourage attention and the success of the operation re-

him while painting and on his website shared a conversation
with a Palestinian man which has been often repeated in dis-

growing notoriety and popular appeal to set up a success-

cussions of the Palestine project:

ful model in London. Importantly, the shops in both London
and Bethlehem included not only works by Banksy himself
but featured a number of street and urban artists who were

go home (Parry, 2005: n.p.).

display in Bethlehem you had to do so by placing a bid on
site at the pop-up gallery. As one of the participating artists,
Peter Kennard, wrote:

choice to embed art commenting on the Palestinian and Israeli divide directly at the physical site of that divide, this
quote represents another (not unusual) opinion of any attempt to beautify the separation wall. That Banksy himself
shares the exchange may act as an acknowledgement of the
charities (Kennard, 2008).
and to give space to dissenting as well as supporting voices.
Banksy nor the many international street artists who came

of Banksy and a group of like-minded artists, appears to

mark on the separation wall. Of course, Palestinian street

Ghetto project, his work in Palestine subsequently became

artists also became active contributors to the growing body

embroiled in a controversy that arguably also had its roots
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opened an exhibition in Southampton, New York that includ-

work, Belal Khaled, has himself adopted a street art style

ed two Banksy works that had been removed from their original Bethlehem locations. The works, referred to as Stop &

When confronted about the purchase of the recent work, he

Search and Wet Dog, had been created during the 2007 visit
and removed from their original locations shortly thereafter.

from neglect and that he had always wanted to own some-

The two works were never authenticated by Pest Control,
the PR arm of the Banksy operation, and the gallery came

However, the incident also highlights the fact that as prices

under substantial scrutiny for how they were acquired and
criticism for putting them up for sale (Corbett, 2011).. Writing

means to acquire them.

in the British newspaper The Independent, Guy Adams sum-

The street art produced in Egypt, particularly in Cairo, during
the 25 January 2011 revolution has received more attention
than that produced in other countries during the Arab Spring.
This may be due in part to the fact that Egypt was relatively
accessible to outsiders shortly after the revolution and to the
(Adams, 2011: n.p.).

fact that a number of Egyptian scholars and journalists have
themselves chosen to comment on the street art produced
at that time. The attention may also stem from the novelty
of the street art that emerged during the revolution. As Mia

snuck into the city through a network of tunnels in order to

spectrum of street art—individual tags, stencils, pieces, and

paint four new works, including a text only piece that reads,

murals—that usually belong to an urban landscape, had es-

quote Egyptian street artist El Teneen on his experience of
the opening up of public spaces to visual forms of comment
-

and protest:

tains a sense of irony and humor with comments such as this
(referring to a painting of a kitten playing with a ball of rust-

Only a few months after the works were created, however,
-

(Gröndahl, 2012: 43).

ous news outlets began to report that the family on whose
abandoned house Banksy had painted the work Bomb Dam-

Lina Khatib of Stanford University notes that the use of street

age had sold the piece (painted on a wooden door) to a lo-

catalysing the use of street art in other revolutions that fol-

lice and is being held while the ownership dispute is adjudicated. The incident may reveal both a positive and negative

2013: 299). The images have various subjects and refer-
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ences: political leaders, martyrs of the revolution, democ-

ing at hands of military police was documented in video and

racy and voting, gender rights and more.

still photographs. The blue bra rapidly emerged as a symbol
for street artists, a kind of shorthand reminder of the brutality

The street art that emerged in Cairo at this time can be cat-

of the regime and particularly of its mistreatment of women.

-

In some works, the blue bra itself was simply stenciled as

cluded simple stenciled works that functioned almost as logos, free-form paintings that often occupied large surfaces,

and of the systemic inequities faced by Egyptian women. In

and text-only works that looked more like the traditional tags

others, artists used a free-hand style to represent the act of

found in urban locations throughout the world. Some artists

the beating as captured in the most widely circulated photos

and protestors also adopted the poster and sticker tech-

of the event. The stenciled works may be seen as more in

-

presentation and their reliance on a single motif to make a
point. The freehand works, however, are embedded in an

street art referenced historical Egyptian motifs, such as King
Tutankhamen and ancient tomb paintings, while other im-

exhibits a more narrative quality.

ages seemed to go in their own direction; these often expansive and complex murals are reminiscent in scope, if not

Another image that seems to employ strategies from con-

skill, of works created by Mexican muralists of the mid-20th

-

century. Aesthetically speaking not all of the street art is very

-

good, but it is important as a record of the struggle for political change as well as the development of an artistic genre
that had previously been virtually absent from the visual culture of contemporary Egypt.
commitment to the revolution, standing alongside the men
It is in the stenciled works that we see the greatest impact of

of Tahrir and facing the same dangers, such as tear gas atmat by the artist, who added symbolic spatters of blood to

(Morayef, 2013b). The image is thus complicated by adding
imagery alluding to women as victims of male aggression
and sexual assault and was appropriated by activists for
smaller stencils carry. This visual similarity merits investigawork, particularly in the MENA region. Two particularly com-

street artists is not yet entirely clear. Some writers on the

current motif of the blue bra found in street art throughout

topic, such as Morayef, see a burgeoning interest in this art

Cairo and the image of Nefertiti wearing a gas mask which is

following the revolution:

found in stencils as well as on stickers and posters.
As the journalist Soraya Morayef has noted, a number of

-

street artists in Cairo, both men and women, used their work

-

condemn violence against women in Egyptian society (Mor-

-

ayef, 2013a). One of the iconic images of such violence that
emerged from the Tahrir Square protests is that of the so-

(Morayef, 2012: n.p.).
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The small Tunisian island of Djerba is a quiet place known for
in early 2015. The urban art gallery Station 16 in Montreal

its beach resorts. Although a number of tourists pass through

has featured a number of Egyptian street artists and recently

those resorts each year few travel to any other destinations

released a limited edition print by the artist Shehab.
to the community. That may be changing in the small town of
The print, titled No to Stripping the People, features the icon-

Er-Riadh, previously known primarily for housing the oldest

ic stenciled image of the blue bra. It is worth noting, however,

synagogue in Africa, but now receiving international atten-

that works by these artists are not commanding high prices.

tion as an open-air street art museum featuring works by
150 international artists. The project, called Djerbahood, was
initiated by Mehdi Ben Cheikh, and completed over the sum-

surrounding Egyptian street art, one in which the attention

mer of 2014. The French-Tunisian Ben Cheikh is the founder

paid to the genre may be obscuring other contemporary art

of Galerie Itinerrance in Paris, a gallery focused on street

activity in Egypt and giving a false sense that the art market
tions whether the perceived exposure given to Egyptian

and the Djerbahood project helps to foster that conversation

street art is really as substantial as suggested. Writing on the

(Stone and Bubriski, 2015: n.p.). The artists whose work is
included in the project range from the well -known to emerg-

the problems faced by contemporary artists in Egypt:

ing talent. Some, such as the French-Tunisian artist El Seed,
whose calligraphic works have been shown throughout the
Middle East, are familiar with the region; others came from
locations as diverse as Europe, Central and South America,
-

lated into concrete opportunities for street artists as repre-

the architecture and character of Er-Riadh. Several residents
of the village have cited the opportunity to meet and interact
with artists from such diverse geographic and cultural back-

-

eral ways, beginning with the existence of a gallery devoted
permissions needed to launch such a large-scale art project.

-

The scope of the Djerbahood project is closer to that of an
international art fair or biennial than to a typical exhibition of

and the Sharjah Biennial (at least one Egyptian artist is rep-

street art. Certainly the particular economic and cultural con-

resented in the 2015 edition of the Biennial).

ditions of Er-Riadh contributed to the success of the project
private sources for the project, which does not generate any

the true impact of the attention received by the street art of

-

the revolution, questions which suggest that the potentially

ed the participation of at least some of the artists. To do this
requires an acceptance of street art as a legitimate means of

Eygptian contemporary art more generally have not been

ably did not exist before Bansky primed the international art
community for the support of this genre. The support given
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by El Seed to the project was also of great importance. In

of that market comes with its own risks and one of those is

terms of critical acclaim and exhibition opportunities, the Tu-

the possible co-opting of street art for commercial and tour-

nisian street artist might be considered the Banksy of the

istic purposes, representing a departure from its intensely

MENA region. His work has been commissioned in his native

political and emotional origins. While the future for street art

Tunisia as well as in the United Arab Emirates and beyond

in the MENA region remains unclear in some respects, there
is no doubt that the work of established and emerging street

He credits the events of the 2011 Jasmine revolution in Tuni-

artists will form a critical element of contemporary art in the

sia with opening the space for him, and other street artists,

region for years to come.
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Abstract
-

Social Art, Multimedia, Machine, Creativity, Emancipation, Participation, Atlas.

tion of the place where they live, and their involvement with
skills that stimulate creativity.
engaged visual arts and to present two multimedia art projects developed under the title The Creativity Emancipation

In addition, this paper also focuses on some important pos-

Atlas. As a starting point, with the objective of focusing on

tulates that this art investigation is based upon. First of all,
the idea of a machine that has the objective of producing a
set of audiovisual elements mounted in the form of an at-

from this theory, some historical key moments are taken into

las. In turn, the machine has two main aspects informing its

consideration, surrounding the ideas of art and technology,

functionality, which are the particular notions of creativity

such as: the Greek and Roman notions of teknè and ars,

and emancipation.

the 20th century; the visual art movements with social and
political interests that occurred in the second half of the 20th
century; and the art works of collaboration and participation

The existence and development of various artistic media

that were developed in the 1990s until the present.

have always resulted in an attempt to frame them within a

The second part of the text is concerned with the presenta-

the interactions between these, as the main concern for both

tion of two visual art projects, which have the intention of
being both symbolic and fruitful to society. The works have

was developed in the 18th century by the German philoso-

occurred in a couple of neighborhoods of Amadora, a satel-

pher Gotthold Lessing. This resulted in the work entitled Lao-

lite city of Lisbon. The main purpose of these projects was
-

and poetry, as well as the interaction between them. Subse-

timedia, the consequent improvement of the social cohesion

quently, the North American art historian Thomas Munro, in
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the book The Arts and Their Interrelations (1949), continued
Souriau, with the work La Correspondance des Arts (1947),

ing point the opposition principle between regressive and

is another relevant example concerning the same thought.

progressive dynamics defended by Sergei Eisenstein. It is a

The purpose of these investigations, in addition to the clasbetween them. In the course of the 20th century, with the
emergence of new technologies and experimental forms of
the axis of audiovisual arts (Galeyev, 1991).
more urgent (Galeyev, 1991).

Over the structure created by Galeyev, where two axes are
designed to represent all forms of art, it is suggested that

According to Galeyev, the perception of the dynamics of

a new parameter be included - a social axis, towards the

interaction between the arts led to the notion that it is an

-

open system where it is possible to include new practices,

ing to their involvement with issues concerning society. This

in particular, new artistic expressions of a hybrid nature,

is intended to demonstrate that the social dimension is a

or the result of using new techniques and technologies. In

quality that exists in most of the arts and a shaft with two

this context, Galeyev developed a method for the organi-

poles - the more self-centered arts, focusing further on the
medium itself; and the more social arts, pointing out a more

to check the unity of the evolutionary system of the arts, to
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productive practices and after a while it became reduced to
a mere plan for the determination of production. Nowadays,
Other relevant aspects to focus on are the notions of art and

the analysis of the concept of technology is excluded from

technology, in particular how they have evolved since they
emerged, up to the present. The separation between these

centering almost restrictively on how the worker develops

concepts began in the 17th century. Before this period the
distinction between artists and craftsmen had not yet been
made. It was a time where all of the various forms of artistic

mechanical implementation of an objective system of pro-

expression were referred to as techniques (Ingold, 2001).

ductive forces, according to principles of functioning that
-

The period where art and technique were together in the
same concept dates back to ancient Greece, in which the
related to an empirical knowledge that by being system-

Although art and technology are related concepts and have
a common origin, the idea of the separation between them
arose in modern society, which developed the notion that

of craft and all of the arts, as well as medicine and politics

technology is reduced to operation, while art is restricted to

(Rawsthorn, 2013).

meaning. This rupture, which took the concept of technology

Both in the Greek and the Roman period, the terms teknè

far away from the territories of culture and society, contribut-

and ars were used with the same intent to describe a single

ed to a non-holistic understanding of the fact (Ingold, 2001).

profession and its activities concerning the production of ob-

-

jects. Although the society of this epoch did not distinguish

man philosopher Walter Benjamin created a number of theo-

between these concepts, the people knew how to make use
of these professionals and distinguish utility value from aes-

author, referring to Surrealism, argued that this movement

thetic quality. During this time, regardless of the means used

developed a revolutionary action that was related to techno-

to produce a certain object, a greater relevance was given to

logical issues but with the objective of putting these means

the skill of the producer performer (Burford, 1972).

to serve the interests of the most disadvantaged social

The idea of craft became reduced to its technical particu-

classes (Benjamin, 1996-2003).

operations. This way of thinking remained in society at the
same time that art has evolved with the notion of being a

the question of the constitution of the artwork and its relation
graphic reproduction of the artwork promoted an easier un-

near the end of the 18th century, there was a break between

derstanding of these kinds of objects and a new interaction

the work of art and the artefact that promoted the connota-

between these and the technological means. Until then the

tion of some creative practices of a useful nature with the

works of art were valued by their uniqueness, authenticity

-

and originality, all of which contributed to the creation of an
-

tive characteristics of these kinds of hybrid practices (Coleman, 1988; Ingold, 2001).

guing that it is a materialistic view, protecting the economic
value of the work and the social class of its owner. In this
context, the art object can be misunderstood, if it is taken
from the social and political context. In this sense, taking

At the beginning of the 20th century there was also a trans-

into account the new technological possibilities, the artwork

formation of the meaning of technology, which came to be

conquered its autonomy and transformed its social function,
no longer based on its ritual role and assuming a political

enhance the production apparatus. Previously, technology
was understood as a set of concepts and theories informing

character (Benjamin, 1996-2003).
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an, Pierre Huyghe and Rirkrit Tiravanija, developed several
interaction possibilities with participants in artistic events.
understand the critical sensitivity developed around some of

However, these kinds of projects, covered by the concept of
-

art and politics that has the main objective of stimulating the

tion in the museum space. Later this art language assumed

into the artistic process as a means of social and political
with regard to the evolution of the world. In this context, it is

action. In the course of this transformation, and depend-

possible to consider that aesthetics contains a political char-

ing on the degree of autonomy shared with participants, the

acter, while politics has its own aesthetic. The aesthetics that

artist moved away from the production model, which was

are provided with a political character led art through two

restricted to his action, and assumed a shared authorship

possible ways: the annulment of art because of its dilution

within which the participants also have a creative key role

with life, and the art practices that are developed with politi-

(Bishop, 2012).

cal objectives, knowing that politics is not their true domain.
In this sense, this kind of critical art, located between art
depends on their engagement with the art object. The observation of a piece is already a form of participation, which
in turn may vary in intensity and eventually grow to a kind

of a double communication (Rancière, 2006).
This interaction between heterogeneous elements largely
manifested itself in the context of Dadaist collages, de-

detail, it is possible to distinguish between various types of

nouncing the claim of art to be part of life; later in Pop Art,

-

pointing the aspiration of art to isolation; recently, using the
same language of shock, other heterogeneous collages intended to expose the various layers of information existent in
-

the artwork. The combination of divergent aspects denoted

hand, the capacity of art for self-criticism and, on the other
hand, the criticism of the state system and the dominance of
-

the market (Rancière, 2006).

Russian Constructivism introduced this critical sense in the
-

in encounters especially for that purpose (Helguera, 2011).

half of the 20th century it reappeared associated with the

The fundamental objective of contemporary social art prac-

ecological culture and the eclectic practice of the Situation-

tices that are developed within certain communities is to

ist International group. Later there were a series of avant-

emancipate the people involved, so that they feel encour-

garde architecture groups such as Archigram, Ant Farm,

aged by the experience of participating in the development

regarding the development of society.

patory action is usually comparable with the social activity of

other agents operating with a conventional approach in relabetween what belongs and what does not belong to the doThe experimental art practices undertaken in a participatory
achieved, since the social action is restricted to the exercise
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of certain ideals such as justice and social inclusion, while

creativity of the resident participants. The main objective

-

was to contribute to the cultural development of the partici-

tion and exploration of the same ethical values, are mainly

pants so that they lose any preconceived sense of inferiority

intended to highlight the existent social problematic in order

when comparing themselves with other elements of society.
It was expected that these two projects developed within the
respective neighborhoods would have a positive cascade efthe place.

The aim of The Creativity Emancipation Atlas is the representation of two Amadora neighborhoods, in a city nearby

Concerning the machine and its goals, it is relevant to em-

Lisbon, namely the Bairro da Estrada Militar do Alto da Damaia and the Bairro do Alto da Cova da Moura. The idea is to

This program is informed by a philosophy of education

produce one atlas for each group of participatory activities,

around the idea of emancipation and an aesthetics ideology

-

as a powerful way to develop the intersubjectivity related to

puter literacy, for adults, and photography, for youngsters.

social awareness. Lastly, The Creativity Emancipation Atlas

The atlas, as a medium for the representation of social ac-

-

tion, is a way of mapping the functionality of an immaterial

tainable ways to reduce the problematic situations that usually occur in degraded and deprived urban areas.

Figure 2. Machine operational scheme (Gorgel Pinto, 2015).
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The designed machine for the creativity emancipation of the

In the course of the participatory actions in question, a learn-

participants (Figure 2.) is based on the assumption that there

ing process based on guessing is used. In this context, the

is no division between human beings and their creations. In

artist also functions as a teacher guiding each participant

other words, the notion that the objects invented by the hu-

every time they lose focus in learning. Thus, the interaction

man being, due to technological skills, produce considerable

between the artist and the participants in the learning activi-

transformations such as those that are related to its func-

ties is not the submission of one intelligence to another, but

tionality, as well as to other changes that are perceived in

a relationship that enhances the connection among wills. In

thought and contribute to the evolution of intelligence. This

this sense, the most important element lies in the initial ideas

is a philosophy focused on a particular notion of technique,

and orientations of the artist followed by the free exploration

which considers the transformation of something as well as

of the participants, who collaborate with each other and indicate other sources of knowledge, such as the stories and
interests that are shared by everyone during the actions.

are the most sensitive issues in the development of particiobject to put everything into practice. For the artistic actions

patory activities. This art project follows the Universal Education principle, in which there is the objective of learning

the various functionalities surrounding the participants (Ven-

anything and, consequently, relating it to other knowledge

geon, 2009).

cial disadvantage is a reality that must not be boosted in the
learning process. In contrast, it is important to enhance the

One of the most important elements in the present projects

equality among participants at the outset, and not as the

is the use of a universal notion of creativity, which is a qual-

main purpose. Therefore, the artist must be sensitive to the

ity that is common to everyone in humanity and also a value

knowledge that the participants already have and both must

-

they can start sharing information (Rancière, 2002).

ture. Creativity is one of the most powerful characteristics in
every human with creative sensitivity, being a quality that is
not limited to the genial character or to a rare aptitude of an
individual in particular.

The participatory actions that occurred during the projects
are represented through a set of audiovisual fragments that,

In this sense, according to the principle that creativity is a

in turn, constitute an archive of the developed work. Each

common good in society and not an exclusive quality of art-

neighborhood project has its own archive, which is a form

ists, it is possible to engage participants in the social project

of showing everything done to the non participant residents,

activities and stimulate them for their own advantage. Con-

to the urban community, as well as to other individuals inter-

sequently, through their emancipation, it is expected that

ested in this kind of transdisciplinary work.

they can later repeat this kind of behavior and actively contribute to the development of a freer society. In other words,

However, the archive in question, instead of being a dense

this expanded idea of art points out that every human be-

set of all the audiovisual elements representing the art proj-

ing has creative capacities that can be boosted in order to

ect, is a kind of atlas that has a selection of the most sig-

stimulate their involvement in the transformation of their own

-

-

nected to it. This way of mapping the participatory practice

out society (Beuys apud Gomes, 2010).

ance panels, which have the objective of revealing clues,
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where gaps between images can guide the viewer to other
thoughts (Didi-Huberman, 2010).
The concept of the atlas is a kind of visual knowledge based

other possibilities of understanding every time the viewer

on the interaction between the aesthetic and epistemic think-

is confronted with an assembly of unlikely elements (DidiHuberman, 2013).

enhanced. Another atlas relevant feature is the eventual inclusion of dissonant notes, which allow the counteracting or
expanding of what is pre-established by intelligence. In this

The socially engaged art projects were developed in two dis-

sense, departing from a particular intelligible analysis, this

advantaged urban neighborhoods from the city of Amadora,
named Bairro da Estrada Militar do Alto da Damaia (Figure

freedom of reasoning, launching alternative perspectives for

3.) and Bairro do Alto da Cova da Moura. The city is close to

-

Lisbon and has other urban areas with the same characteris-

claimed certainties of science convinced of its truths, as the

tics, such as illegal construction and the lack of support from

Another important possibility given by this kind of archive

low education levels, and crime, among others. The popu-

-

lation of the places in question is mostly comprised of im-

-

migrants, and their descendants, from Portuguese-speaking

ous possibility of formulating new ideas. Contrary to this per-

African countries.

Figure 3. Bairro da Estrada Militar do Alto da Damaia, Video frame (Gorgel Pinto 2015).
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Figure 4. Local association, Video frame (Gorgel Pinto 2015).
The projects were developed more or less at the same time

learning system, which was implemented with the objec-

in both neighborhoods. One of the relevant aspects is the

tive of later constituting a symbolic art piece that stimulates
thought about the place and the community where the ac-

projects. Before all else, the social intervention must be pro-

tions took place. During the participatory activities of the

-

as well as the artist and the students who collaborated, exchanged information and gave some ideas for the actions in

it wais essential to understand the cultural needs of the local

the course. Despite the participatory activities being previ-

residents, and also to think about useful activities that could

ously prepared by the artist in collaboration with the asso-

develop the creative energy of the residents. It is fundamental
same time, DSLR cameras were always present at the learning activities, with the aim to capture some video footage,
dedicated to computer literacy with adults (Figure 5.), and a

photographs and audio recordings, to later integrate into the

second phase about photography for youngsters (Figure 6.).
This second part has, to date, only applied in the Bairro da

The second moment, a work that is still ongoing, is con-

Estrada Militar do Alto da Damaia, but will also occur, in the

cerned with the observation of the archive and the subse-

near future, in the Bairro do Alto da Cova da Moura. After the

quent selection of audiovisual fragments that may represent

outline of the project activities, the initiatives were spread

the socially engaged art project. In this sense, the archive is

in the neighborhoods, which had no problem in receiving

being designed, for each set of participatory activities and

people with interest in participating. It ils also important to

its respective neighborhood, as a multimedia atlas with the

mention the collaboration, (in both projects), of multimedia

title The Creativity Emancipation Atlas (Figure 7.). The goal of

students from a local high school.

the atlas is to confront the viewer and refer them to a deeper

The artistic practice developed within the projects had two

meaning in a space of multiple referents.
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Figure 5. Computer lessons for adults, Video frame (Gorgel Pinto 2015).

Figure 6. Pinhole photography workshop for youngsters, Video frame (Gorgel Pinto 2015).
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The multimedia atlas will be permanently placed online, in a

the government entities about their responsibility in solving

physical location. The objectives of this double presentation

(3) question the visual arts about its awareness of this and
other social problematics. The Creativity Emancipation Atlas

who live in these disadvantaged neighborhoods, (2) confront

online and place exhibition to the local community, and to

the rest of the urban community about the common interest

the public in general, is scheduled for the year 2016.

concerning the development of these kinds of places and

Figure 7. The Creativity Emancipation Atlas, Website screenshot (Gorgel Pinto 2015).
Over the history of the visual arts and technology, there have
The aim of this socially engaged visual art research project

society to produce something practical and more useful was
a clear objective. Thus, it is important to understand these
periods of time in detail in order to develop other synergies

various issues that interest the common good. This is an

between society and creativity.

ethical and aesthetic kind of knowledge with the objective of

The art practice under development in both neighborhoods

promoting a better understanding of the social problematic.

was informed by various dimensions of knowledge with the

What is in question is the development of a kind of sensory
society. This is the reason that it was designed as an immaintersubjectivity and that can contribute to the evolution of a

terial machine for the emancipation of creativity, with the aim

more sustainable society.

of helping to improve the socio-cultural community context.
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Rawsthorn, A. (2013)
in these kinds of disadvantaged urban areas is a form of re-

London: Hamish Hamilton.
Vengeon, F. (2009)

that belong to higher social classes and have better education levels.
tive multimedia visual art practice, the aims for the near future are to complete all of the works associated with the two
projects described in this paper, as well as continuing this
theoretical and practical research through the development
of related projects with other urban neighborhoods around
Lisbon.
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Abstract
-

matist shapes meet and challenge the visual languages of
public art interventions that have furnished the cities in the
Contemporary commissioned murals are the most media-

past centuries. In this paper, contemporary murals will be
discussed from the viewpoint of art representation in the city

they are embedded in the arena of visibility that the walls

by considering other forms of public art. Within particular

have come to represent for humanity but also because they

-

-

ships from which this study is driven, the shift from commis-

semination. By foot or by car, murals are available to be pho-

sions of statues and monuments to street mural interven-

tographed quickly and posted and shared. In the last century

tions will be traced. Although a quick search on the internet

murals had been elected as the means to portray historical

shows empirical evidence of mural interventions being a

processes by Mexican muralists. The making of the work

popular expression among street art festivals and other pub-

and the medium employed constituted a metaphor for the

lic art events in our cities, the contemporary manifestation

integration of the individual into the collective, if one considers the technique of fresco as a kind of populist medium.
Today, mural interventions have been reborn as a popular

to research further contemporary mural art expression due

art expression in the streets although not in respect to the

to the enormous quantity of examples available in the cities

symbolic evocation of a collective labor technique. Perhaps
will move further to case studies regarding the public art
making are particularly suited for photo documentation and
digital network publishing.

with examples that illustrate the paradigmatic shift from the
phenomenon of statues and monuments placed in squares

Pop art and surrealist characters as well as abstract supre-

to mural interventions on the walls of buildings. The paper
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Freio e Nunca in Lisbon, while confronting the global art expression of the authors and the works conceived, especially

are not consensual. Street art is considered a derivation of

-

-

of place will be further discussed, while questioning these
contributions for the public spaces of the city.

missioned works. Although contemporary murals are con(Irvine, 2012), there is a lack of a deeper analysis of this particular art expression in the city. Urban sociology and cultural

In recent years murals have become a substantial part of the
urban art displayed in the cities. A quick view in a search

their cultural dynamics (Ferro, 2011; Silva, 2011; Anderson,
2009). Gender studies are concerned with issues of prac-

great diversity of non-commissioned and commissioned

tices of gender and relation to power (Machado, 2013). In

mural works. In such murals, artists intervene on the street

visual anthropology (Campos, 2010) and art history (Simões,

-

2013) mural paintings are referred as masterpieces that

tectonic elements as urban ready-mades or interacting in-

show the artistic skills of the writers. There is also a common

tertextually with the meanings of places (Elias et al., 2013;
Elias et al., 2014), and picture the city as a living palimpsest
of images shared locally and globally in social digital net-

practice in the seventies (Simões, 2013; Irvin, 2012). Nev-

works. Murals are suitable formats to photograph, publish

ertheless, there is much to relate with these contemporary

and share in the social networks of the world global village

approaches. Surrealist statuophobie and involuntary sculp-

(Irvin, 2012). Public art festivals, mural art city programs,

-

and gallery commissions have also increased the practice

lour in buildings can also be discussed in this context as
they already experienced the city as a working site (Careri,

-

2003; Marques, 2012). Authors discuss street art in relation

-

to suprematism, constructivism and abstraction (Lewisohn,

texts (Elias, 2007; Elias and Leonor, 2012; Loeb, 2013). City
squares, once elected as the space to place public artworks,

2012), mentioning as well pop art collage, appropriation, re-

are now dismissed in favour of walls or spaces left over after

mix, and repetition. However, murals are not the subject of

planning. In terms of commissioned works there is a shift

research in terms of process work, meaning, composition, or

from commemorative statues, busts, or abstract sculpture
to large-scale murals. Particularly in the context of Portu-

to analyse further. In Walls of Empowerment, Latorre (2008)

representation, and discourses have become detached from

-

the commemorative rituals raised in the nineteenth century

cal space that encompasses and is included by the mural.

-

-

sion (Elias, et al., 2014). During the 20th century most of

ity, or the actuality of the site, by describing the development

the production of public art within this cultural relationship

of the relationship between the work and the site. The notion

was dominated by statues and commemorative monuments
which related the historical past of the two countries (Elias

art but not focused particularly in the features that gener-

et al., 2013). In the 21st century, street murals became part

ally compose mural intervention (Kuttner, 2014). Although

of this cultural relationship while displaying visual languages
answered street mural art is not the main focus of such research (Abdelrahman, 2012).
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This recent intervention by OSGEMEOS was promoted by
-

the CRONO Project and by the Council of Lisbon (CML). A

al relationship has been traditionally represented in public
spaces by statues and monuments. In Portugal these works

CRONO project and the Gallery of Urban Art of the Coun-

were mostly framed by the political and ideological context

cil was developed during the years 2010 and 2011 with the

of the Portuguese dictatorship political system that ruled almost half century (1933-1974). After this period, Portuguese
-

launched by a group of people aiming to facilitate the pres-

missioning art works, which impacted as well on the kind of

ence of an art available to all in the city space. Considering

public art proposals created within this cultural framework.

the public and private institutions and associations involved

Other public art practices began to emerge with the open-

in the spaces of the city this kind of commission shows us

ing of new media, variety of subjects, and visual languages

an example of a social process running in a Down / Up ba-

as well as the involvement of new promoters. Such is the

sis. The proposal was designed and then the Lisbon Coun-

case of the works of OSGEMEOS, Vihls, Bicicleta sem Freio
and Nunca, who were invited by Underdog Gallery to display

(Neves and Lopes, 2015).

public art works in Lisbon. At the same time, Lisbon is now
a welcome city for such public art works, with the help of
the City Council Urban Art Gallery. These works place the

their murals conveying political and social messages featured by the yellow characters that label many of their works
in various cities of the world. In Lisbon, OSGEMEOS have

city visibly distinct from the previous orders that framed this

developed their work without predetermination of any as-

cultural connection. The murals of OSGEMEOS, Bicicleta

signment or subject. In this intervention, they drew the usual

sem Freio and Nunca in Lisbon address issues of mediatisa-

yellow character with a scarf hiding the face. There is a particular detail in the label of the scarf. In the place of a brand

some aspects of contemporary murals.

Fig. 1. Works of OSGEMEOS and Blu at the Fontes Pereira de Melo Avenue. Source: Elias, Marques and Leonor (2014)
44
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powers represented in the cities and thus publicly challenge
political statement by showing us an opulent character with
a crown in which the ornaments are the signs of the multi-

et al., 2014).

national oil companies. These works use the intertextuality
between the local and the global, which goes beyond the
recognition of characters that BLU or OSGEMEOS usually create in metropolitan centers around the world. These

The bicileta sem Freio were invited by Underdogs to cre-

works are located in one of the busiest boulevards that

ate a public art work in Lisbon in 2012. The intervention by
Bicicleta sem Freio in Cais do Sodré takes the motto of the
sea and features a waving composition structured by marine
elements tiding a girl, the main character of the mural.
The group of designers and illustrators, Douglas, Victor

4.). Indeed, after these interventions, the fruition of Saldanha

and Renato, is known by their dynamic, 70s inspired col-

/ Marques de Pombal junction cannot be dissociated from

ored compositions, with drawings of girls as the characters

these new aesthetic proposals of urban art. The presence

of their public art works. Besides the 60s/70s imaginary of

of these interventions does not go unnoticed and the works

commercial hand-painted illustrations of products such as

contribute to a new understanding of this space, which was
formerly aesthetically depressed. These street murals with a

characters that may come to the mind of the viewer, these

monumental scale question the local and global economic

Fig. 2. Bicicleta sem freio, LA. Source: Artslant. [Online]
Available at: http://www.artslant.com/9/articles/show/40000 [Accessed 16/11/2015].
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of Medusa by Caravaggio and Bernini. The Bicicleta sem
Freio murals are fully dynamic by the way the long hair and
other features are shaped and spread in several directions
(Fig. 2.), thus replicating intrinsically similar lines that orga-

In the case of the mural of Lisbon (Fig. 3.), it is impossible to
deny the relationship between the preexistence of the place
and the new features of the mural as they re-frame moments
of the history of the city and symbolic images associated
report the usage of the building and become meaningful for
the mural work as they integrate the composition ands link
some of its features. The words also help to give a direction
to read the image composition. Clube Naval is read along
sea waves that envelop the body. Lisboa is read on the top
of the face of the girl as if her name was the name of the city.
In this sense, it is possible to nominate a portrait of Lisbon
in the sea.

ters that are meaningful for the places where murals are
original past, drawing characters that resemble the native

Available at: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mural_

-

-

acter. Near London he has conceived a character that sym-

16/11/2015].

nialism and the power of the nation. As for the intervention
in Lisbon, he was invited by the Underdogs Gallery to create

features on the wall. The use of the plain shade to contrast

a large street art mural. The work is directly related with the

with the background may also have similarities with the pop

historical past of the two countries since Nunca portrayed

art techniques. But it is the black lines crossed over the plain

Pedro Álvares Cabral (Fig. 5.), the Portuguese navigator who
features to the history of image production, when engravland to the Portuguese and other Europeans.

ing and drawing were the predominant media for producing
images. The application of crossed lines to create tonal and

about the actuality of the country. Pedro Álvares Cabral
holds a can and is begging for money, a pose that is rep-

the illusion of depth by varying the quantity, thickness, and

resented by the few euro coins about to land inside the

spacing of the lines (Petherbridge, 2010). Regarding the na-

can. Nunca uses a mix of techniques that are symbolical-

tive past that Nunca carries in his work, crosshatching can
be seen as the appropriation of techniques of dominant cul-

artist through the spray can contour applied to trace the
46

tures of other times.
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Figs. 5, 6, 7. The work of Nunca in Lisbon. Plain shape and crosshatching technique.
Source: Photos by André Santos & José Vicente | DPC | CML 2014 [Online] Available at:
http://www.stick2target.com/pedro-alvares-cabral-by-nunca [Accessed 16/11/2015].

of the artist while making the mural, as well as the sets of
techniques, sort of compositions, characters, and response
Ultimately, the public art produced in the frame of Portu-

to the urban surroundings that the artist might take as their

-

label. The recognition of the author through the work dis-

enon of the global resurgence of mural works. This cultural
relation was once represented in public spaces by the ex-

-

change of state commissioned busts, statues, and monu-

viduals in public space. But the use of certain media, sets

ments. Contemporary murals inhabit the walls and building

of techniques, characters, or color charts are also markers

facades of cities worldwide. Partly, the wide recognition of

that quickly reveal who is the artist, whether the viewer is

the authorship of street murals depends on the mediatisa-

walking in the city, browsing on the internet or watching a

tion of these works, the systematic employment of visual el-

commercial.

ements by the artist, and their ways of engagement with the

The systematic employment of such markers may also recall

sites where murals are displayed. This means to consider

some aspects of authorship in modern art, namely the fasci-

the documentation and publishing of the public performance

47
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Elias, H. and Marques, I. (2015)
global authorial marks of murals interesting is how the artist

: murais de OSGEMEOS e

responds to the urban features, culture, and pre-existences

Vhils em Lisboa e Rio, XII Conlab - 1º Congresso da As-

of the place. In Lisbon, the works of OSGEMEOS, Bicicleta
sem Freio, and Nunca, while positioning the Portuguese-

Língua Portuguesa, FCSH-UNL, 1-5-fevereiro 2015.
Eugénio, S. (2013)
o mercado da arte. Dissertação de Mestrado em Gestão
Cultural, ISCTE Business School, Departamento de Market-

ca, using his crosshatching technique, updates the image of

ing, Operações e Gestão Geral.
Ferro, L. (2011)

the historical character Pedro Álvares Cabral. Bicicleta sem
Freio takes advantage of the surrounding physical environ-
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ment and the urban features by proposing a composition
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Abstract
-

-

analysis of the complex relationship between street artists
environment is presented (Kuttner, 2014). Even in works
and Gustavo Pandolfo, have gained international recognition
over the years and have almost become the poster-children
proposed by Jean Baudrillard (1993) OSGEMEOS as well

1

on the streets of São Paulo, building their reputation both

-

-

teract the hegemony of the modernist urban environment,

novative style and fantastical characters.2 Since 2002, they

restoring human interaction to spaces that had been ren-

have been taking on commissions for large-scale public

dered voids or non-places due to urban development plans

works and have been involved in gallery and museum ex-

strategically implemented to reinforce social divisions and

hibitions with increasing frequency. Nevertheless, they con-

exert control. In the case of OSGEMEOS, they expose the
absurdity of these structures by repopulating the voids with
fantastical and colorful characters, forming an alternate so-

and internationally. For this reason, their work represents an
boundary to interaction. The work of OSGEMEOS and their
-

peers in São Paulo functions in this way when applied on

ship between the dominant culture and a movement that be-

a large scale throughout an urban environment, spontane-

gan as a countercultural force.
The countercultural aspects of street art and graf-

kind. Yet, what happens when the dominant culture ceases

ed by various cultural theorists. In the 2014 Lisbon Street
Art & Urban Creativity conference proceedings, a detailed

it, or moreover, even begins to commission it? At what point
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certain paradox involved in the promotion and dissemination

OSGEMEOS established their reputation in São Paulo and

of a countercultural movement, in that it inherently involves
Surely, when street artists are commissioned or

cellent overview of the problematic relationships between

private exterior wall, even if this work is thematically and sty-

the dominant culture and counterculture in the early stages

listically identical to the works that are created illegally, the

-

it may still make reference to the countercultural movement

relationships will be reexamined here in light of two major

iconographically or stylistically, or to put it simply: it may em-

works by OSGEMEOS: the piece they created for the 2008

body a street art aesthetic. This has also been referred to as
entiates between street art, which is primarily unsanctioned

of São Paulo in 2009. The current paper parses through the
written documentation of the public discourse surrounding

products made by artists who are somehow associated with

the commissioning, production, and removal of these two
works by OSGEMEOS. The goal therein is to break down

76-77) also cites Patrick Nguyen who (somewhat disparag-

these narratives and gain insight into the mechanisms at
work and the inherent contradictions in the process of insti-

tropes as the primary method of visually connecting urban

-

art to street art. Despite the presence of such visual con-

course surrounding these works to the research conducted
by Schlecht (1995) this paper challenges the popular nar-

interacts with the public space is fundamentally altered due

rative that the development of the discourse surrounding

its removal as well. In The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Nicholas Riggle (2010: 243) argues that street artworks
and proposes that the process could more accurately be
described as a cyclical dynamic. So although this phenomHowever, more importantly for this article, when a street art-

enon may not be limited to one particular region, São Paulo

ist produces a commissioned work in a public context, that

and the work of OSGEMEOS are used here as a case study.

work becomes a part of public discourse and the subject of

Further studies of similar processes in other areas, such as
New York City, Lisbon, or Berlin may potentially help create
a more all-encompassing theory.

still tend to generate a form of coded discourse in the public
sphere that can be used to gain insight into the relationship

In the summer of 2008, the Tate Modern commissioned sev-

between street art and the dominant culture.

eral street artists to add a distinctly urban aesthetic to the

Having previously dealt with the issues of spatial

northern façade of this art institution, resulting in 6 large-

theory regarding OSGEMEOS and street art in São Paulo, at

scale works by Blu, Faile, JR; Sixeart, Nunca, and OSGE-

this point the discussion will turn to the complex problems

MEOS. This exhibition, which may have seemed somewhat

Although a variety of sources will be used for statements

OSGEMEOS for this exhibition (Fig. 1: http://www.osgemeos.com.br/en/projetos/street-art-2/#!/2893). The piece

and interviews), the critical analysis of these statements
will be primarily based on a text that was published before

Gigantes (Giants).
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-

of symbolic references to rebellion, anonymity, and illegality,

rectly from the front, with a height of approximately 25 me-

but does not embody several of the transformative aspects
-

a small pouch on his chest, and an orange head covering,

ban environment of São Paulo.

-

At the end of August 2008, after the six massive

ure is painted with outlines in a style similar to cartoons and

murals had transformed the Tate façade for their allotted

comic books, with light shading giving the torso a sense of

three months, they were removed as scheduled. This event

fullness, despite being supported on two emaciated legs.

happened with relatively little fanfare or protest. After all, it

Dangling from his right hand, the viewer sees a bundle of

had been clear from the outset that these were meant to

CCTV security cameras hanging from their cables. One

be temporary works and would not become the permanent

imagines that this hooded giant was a human rights vigilante
who marauded the city of London, snatching up any suralso during the planning phase to ensure that the works
-

would not cause permanent damage to the brickwork. The

-

façade was treated with a protective layer shortly before
the commissioned works were executed. This allowed the

and other urban structures in their hometown of São Paulo,

pieces to be removed using hot, high-pressure cleaning sys-

Although this work was commissioned by the Tate

-

was little confusion or doubt about the motivations for the
removal, although it may have almost seemed like an inside
head covering is a clear reference to the act of creating illegal
with their banner on the crane during the cleaning process.
their faces with some sort of cloth for two purposes, both to

In November 2009, slightly over a year after the

protect themselves from excessive inhalation of fumes and
to conceal their identity. This kind of head covering is a motif that repeats itself frequently throughout various works by
OSGEMEOS and other street artists. Ironically however, with

-

this work having been sanctioned and commissioned, the

tral business district. The work (Fig. 2: http://www.lost.art.

transgressive act of unsolicited street intervention appears

br/osgemeos_gigante.htm), commissioned by the Sesc, a

only in symbolic form.
The bundle of security cameras is an equally direct reference to the transgressive, but this is not a recurring

of giants, and on a similar scale to the Tate piece, spanning

theme in their work. Surveillance poses a threat to all street

the entire façade of an eight-story building. 3

artists who create unsanctioned work, thus making it a pop-

picted frontally, has a form and pose comparable to the giant

ular thematic element and one of the tropes listed by Nguyen

on the Tate, but in contrast to the previous work, this giant

-

is clothed, barefoot, and his face exposed. He is wearing
CCTV cameras in the streets of London. Although the image
suggests a rebellion against the panopticism of London, the
edge of its critique is arguably blunted by the fact that it is

mouth implies a very slight but awkwardly subdued smile.

located within a sanctioned space and therefore does not

The work was titled O Estrangeiro (the Foreigner) and could

represent a direct intervention. This commissioned work is

thus be interpreted as a celebration of one of the most di-

connected to the street art aesthetic due to the presence

verse cities in Latin America. Furthermore, it was created in
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conjunction with a cultural festival to commemorate the Ano

before being removed. However, due to the popularity of the

-

piece, it was allowed to stay until the demolition of the building, which had been planned to take place within a year.

artist collective named Plasticiens Volants to create a giant

the work, the Commission for the Protection of the Urban
dwelling in that space until the demolition of the property

Heerlen, and the puppet was then resurrected for an appear-

(Moura, 2012: C8).5

ance at a ceremony in the Vale do Anhangabaú upon the
completion of the project. This event drew three thousand

The property was in fact demolished in early 2012, a bit lat-

visitors according to local newspapers:

er than expected, but not without controversy. Prior to the

At the end of 2009, OSGEMEOS had a positive demonstration of their popularity in the central district. Nearly three

its wake. No explanation was given for this action, but local

thousand people walked through the Vale do Anhangabaú to

-

the characters created by them, such as the giant 20-meter

6

Initial

puppet that gave the event its name (Canto, 2009: 5).4

reactions from journalists, bloggers, and residents who were

Unlike the giant on the Tate, there are not many elements

of the piece ranged from neutrality to sarcastic outrage:

that symbolically link this work to the underground world of
illegal street interventions or to rebellion against a system.

-

Only in one detail can a slight allusion to this be found; the

terday in social networks. ‘One more example of the lack of

most of these is depicted as wearing a ski mask. Aside from
that, O Estrangeiro appears somewhat quirky and awkward

7

but non-threatening. OSGEMEOS have been known to incorporate a variety of fantastic elements in their work that

Despite the fact that this perceived government suppres-

are (to varying degrees) inspired by or in direct reference to

sion was mostly based on erroneous assumptions, the di-

-

alogue surrounding the placement and the removal of the
giant shows a large degree of tolerance among the general

particular image of O Estrangeiro (in contrast to the previous

public for the street art aesthetic, at least in its sanctioned

-

and sponsored form as public art created by street artists,

tion. The somewhat rustic garments allude to the traditional

tinue to put up illegal works that gather less public attention
and may not survive as long as O Estrangeiro. Although O

and wearing a large seahorse-like creature on his back. The
blank expression on the face of O Estrangeiro shows that he
-

some of the critical anti-establishment tone that is more fre-

-

quently seen in their non-commissioned pieces. However,

-

O Estrangeiro may indeed retain some of the functionality
of their other street work in São Paulo in that the colorful gi-

being inspired by that tradition.

ant similarly combats the monochromatic hegemony of the

When the painting of O Estrangeiro was commis-

concrete landscape in that district and helps counteract a

sioned, it was agreed upon that it would stay up for 30 days

certain degree of loss of social interaction in public space,
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especially taking into account the public gathering that took
place upon its completion.

(2006-2011), with the term no longer being associated with

Nevertheless, this work cannot be seen as a force-

vandalism mainly due to the international reception of Bra-

ful reappropriation of public space, and furthermore, one
could argue that O Estrangeiro lacks any capacity to function

Modern exhibition. The article concludes:

in the same way as their illegal works simply due to the fact
that it was permitted and commissioned by a government

-

institution. Despite the stylistic and thematic connections

boards and poster ads could turn into the world capital of
12

made by journalists, politicians, and laymen commenting on

Some authors have indicated that the international reception

used to denote both sanctioned and unsanctioned works,

-

public discourse surrounding sanctioned works by street
artists can also be used to gauge public opinion on street art

In the 2012 catalogue for the OSGEMEOS exhibition at the

subtle but important distinction is provided by the legal sys-

OSGEMEOS [met] with the mayor of São Paulo, Gilberto

tem, even though it may have been unintentional; according to the local São Paulo newspaper, Estado de S. Paulo,

prohibiting most forms of outdoor advertisements and ag-

(anti-tagging) program in the municipality.9 This program,
en that São Paulo outlawed public advertisements, which in
13

walls. Nevertheless, the law that the article refers to is in fact

Folha de S. Paulo. Firstly, he too observes that the Cidade

enacted in 2007 to combat visual pollution in the urban envi-

ban on billboards frees up more space for street artists and

ronment, which also banned large-scale billboard advertisements in the city. A later article in the Folha de S. Paulo comto work in approved spaces:

that OSGEMEOS, following their meeting with the mayor,

Sides of São Paulo buildings that used to harbor giant ad-

were permitted to recreate a large-scale piece that had been

-

coincidence this meeting took place in the same year that
-

ralists (Correa, 2011: C1).

11

ing to an article in ARTnews by Carolina Miranda, the recoghelped shape public policy in São Paulo:
leading up to the decision to permit works sponsored by
the property owners. To paraphrase, the article refers to
-
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the city of São Paulo was busy whitewashing their murals
told a reporter that the cleanup was an embarrassment to

through its interaction with elements of dominant culture.
-

establish a registry of street art to be preserved (Miranda,
2008).14

ment spokespersons, while others struggled to maintain

These policies are a stark contrast to the arbitrary nature

their marginal/outsider status and the essence of their expression (Schlecht, 1995: 37).
-

law. It depends on the place where you paint. Maybe nothing
still be used to place later comments about the reception of
Looking at these statements made within the same
time span that OSGEMEOS were developing from local

lar interactions with the media and government. They too

the trend as a gradual linear development towards public ac-

struggled with the dichotomy between gaining celebrity and
-

birth. Furthermore, as OSGEMEOS have become the posterin São Paulo at that time was fundamentally similar to later
reasonable to assume that they were the main driving force

-

behind this development. However, there is one major issue

terns, tags, and words were interwoven in the same spaces,

with this narrative: this process had already taken place al-

sometimes even by the same artists. Several of the biggest

most two decades earlier. In an article published in the 1995
edition of Studies in Latin American Popular Culture, titled

Maurício Villaça, and Rui Amaral also worked with comic-like
temporaries continue to do today.

Schlecht expounds on the evolving relationship between

Schlecht (1995) continues by describing the result of the
interactions with dominant culture as a form of co-opting.

during the 1980s and early 1990s in São Paulo. The content

Thus, according to Schlecht, the process of institutional-

in which OSGEMEOS grew up and began their career, but it

conclusion before OSGEMEOS even began to work interna-

also provides a foundation for the evaluation of later state-

tionally, implying a linear narrative. Nevertheless, Schlecht
acknowledges that this process is a two-way exchange, that

opinion and policy in the following decades. By comparculture in both the perception and formation of public space.
in the relationship between street art and dominant culture
reveals itself to be a false narrative. Instead, that relationship, as well as the discourse that constructs it, appears to

as OSGEMEOS may retain a certain amount of countercul-

take on a cyclical form.
culture in São Paulo. This distinction between institutional54
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occur in the next two decades. The reductive aspect of the
-

media exposure is debatable, since the media outlets are

gue that it is really only a relatively few artists, who generally

streets. However, there is certainly an aspect of selection in-

also produce commercial artwork, who have been accepted,

volved; the media may choose to spotlight artists who are
deemed more palatable to a wider audience.
As a result of the domestication phase and setting

-

the stage for the recuperation phase, a second movement

ban space in which they operate (Kuttner, 2014). Although

was still lingering in the phase of rejection, one which has

Schlecht (1995) touches upon that concept, instead of ex-

attracted far more vitriol: the pichação movement. Over the

-

last three decades, pichação has completely taken over the

cuses on the loss of that potential in three stages:

São Paulo urban landscape, permeating it to a previously
-

unimaginable extent. The extreme proliferation of pichação,

spatial, symbolic and linguistic contexts and repositioning it
in dominant culture contexts (Schlecht, 1995: 39).

movement from the dominant culture, and in the case of

for recuperation, pichação was assuming the role as the
quintessential subversive force in urban visual culture. In the

mentioned previously in the OSGEMEOS interview, or simply

-

by publicly labeling it a sign of social and moral decay, as
has often been the case in similar movements worldwide,

in the commissioning and permitting of murals done by local

-

The constant presence of pichação on every public wall,
particularly those that are the most prominent, certainly
helps the permission process. Walls in São Paulo in particu-

more subversive power and an increased appeal, especially

lar never stay clean for more than a few weeks, and property

among youth culture (e.g. perhaps also the Pandolfo twins

managers often see their way to an arrangement for a mural

during their youth) and the disenfranchised.

in the hope that it will keep the wall in their charge free of

Domestication, the second stage according to

pichação (Manco, 2005: 46).

Schlecht, was mainly driven by media outlets, which began
at one point it became seen as an aesthetic protective layer
-

against a pichação attack. However, this strategy was nulli-

lo long before OSGEMEOS started exhibiting in art galleries
at the beginning of the 21st century. Furthermore, Schlecht
OSGEMEOS; Torkel Sjöstrand reports in a 2012 issue of UP
who then in turn willingly participated in the domestica-

55
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The strong distinction between the two forms is

also immersed in the recuperation phase as it was propelled
not only by São Paulo media, but also government institu-

the president of the board of trustees of the FAAP, sponsor

tions and the media. According to Schlecht:

for the 2009 OSGEMEOS gallery exhibition Vertigem. In her

[The] authorities of cultural institutions, the political system

introduction to the catalogue, she states:
way. They are no longer labeled as vandals, a status they

into a component of hegemonic society (Schlecht, 1995: 51).

shared until very recently with the taggers and today their images compose the cityscape (Procopio de Carvalho, 2009).

If this statement from 1995 is taken at face value, one would
-

-

eiros from their generation all function within the paradigm
of hegemonic society, and one could reference quite a bit

most of the works the author is referring to would more ac-

of visual evidence to support this position, including sanctioned and/or commissioned works where the critical value

-

perceptible, such as O Estrangeiro at Anhangabaú. Further-

-

more, it is problematic to regard OSGEMEOS as pioneers

also at times incorporate pichação lettering into their street

Therefore, although some recent critics, curators, and journalists have credited OSGEMEOS with being a major driving
force toward a paradigm shift concerning the relationship
These statements, made in 2009, serve as an example of the third stage described by Neil Schlecht: recuper-

-

al and critical tool in the domestication phase, recuperation

ments even before OSGEMEOS began to garner interna-

the dominant culture paradigm. Referring back to the late

less of a focus on their bubble letter pieces, and more on the

1980s and early 1990s, Schlecht explains:

proliferation of their distinct brand of characters with folkloric
references, local perception of their form of expression had

critical of its supersaturation in São Paulo, began to gain

already gone through major shifts that simultaneously paved
the way for them to promulgate their work while also po-

its foundation as protest and alternative, subaltern expres-

through appropriation and co-opting.
This issue is further complicated by street artists such as

(Schlecht, 1995: 47).

art market via gallery exhibitions or otherwise. The illegal
work on the streets could also be seen as a way to boost

Once again, it must be noted that all three stages of this

the image and thus also the value, of the work to be sold in
the galleries. Peter Bengtsen (2014: 126) notes how Eddie

is to say, they grew up in an environment where local media
outlets were turning their predecessors into local celebrities
Analogously, OSGEMEOS have also been known to create
56
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unsolicited street art pieces in cities where they have major

Notes

exhibitions, thereby opening themselves up to similar questions about possible commercial motivations for doing so.

-

Despite the fact that contemporary commentators attempt

-

already occurred in the 1980s, the same sort of discourse

works by these artists that are similar in style and content.

and debates concerning the location of unsanctioned forms

-

of art in relation to the dominant culture have been continu-

ging with black letters originating in São Paulo, or arte nas

ally re-emerging with such frequency that it appears to be

ruas, which denotes the use of non-paint media, such as

more than just a case of collective amnesia. Granted, some
aspects of the debate remain unresolved, such as the poretain elements of subversion even during or after the process of being co-opted by hegemonic culture. Nevertheless,

writing.

it would be misleading to describe the discourse as a stasis

-

with entrenched camps on either side. Instead, it resembles
3 - SESC is an acronym for Serviço Social do Comércio.
ment, may in fact be more accurately described as cycli-

demonstração positiva da sua popularidade no Centro. Per-

cal. Therefore OSGEMEOS can be seen as part of a second
socio-political landscape of the reception and rejection of

personagens criados por eles, como o bonecão de 20 met-

their form of expression, not as explorers of new territory, but

ros que deu nome do evento.] This was reported slightly in-

street art, and public art, and with an acute awareness of the
tightrope they walk between these cultural spheres.

was not only named after the puppet.
-

paço até a demolição do imóvel.]

-

tem nas rede sociais. ‘Mais um exemplo da falta de incentivo

out of place in both cultural spheres. In the case of the Tate
giant, despite being naked and exposed, he nevertheless
tries to remain mysterious by covering his face. More imporcube, directly within the interstices of these two cultures.

tend not to get as hung up on the distinction between legal
and illegal work as their North American and European counterparts. While writers elsewhere knock each other for ‘only
957
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co.uk/portfolio/tate-modern/ [Accessed: 9/14/2013]
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The Ana Botella Crew case
Luis Menor,
Institut de Govern i Polítiques Públiques de la Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (IGOP-UAB);

Abstract

-

of Ana Botella, who pushed through an extremely restrictive
What is the role of art in the reinforcement or rejection of current models of public space management in our cities? To

in 2009 (Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 2009) The ABC developed

answer this question, we must attend to the ties of all art-

-

work with public institutions, and whether or not it questions

jected by the local government in Madrid. This hostility has
not only meant the creation of a new and restrictive legal

street art, far from showing satisfaction with its aesthetic,

framework, but also institutional messages that refer to the

talking about artistic interventions that invite us to look at the

it easier to establish sanctions. There was an immediate re-

active role by building, repairing,, and imagining the public
space. The role that the internet plays in some of the ini-

(see Figure 1.).

tiatives related to street art is key, especially if we want to
understand their political dimension, and the way they chal-

My aim is to explore how useful internet tools can be to ar-

lenge the dominant order. As we shall see, internet provides

ticulate artistic interventions that challenge the hegemonic

very useful tools to articulate ideas that challenge the strict

uses of public space, in what Sassen (1991) has called the

regulations that determine the use of public spaces.

global city. To do so, I am going to discuss the case of Madrid by trying to answer two questions: 1) what is the role of
virtual tools in articulating these initiatives? 2) How can we

Crew (ABC), a group of artists from Madrid, as an example

interpret this from a political perspective? To do this I will use
the following structure: First, I will discuss the role of cul-

-

ture in the hegemonic urban models, in order to explore the
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these. Secondly, I will study the public management of grafing satisfaction with this aesthetic, choose a radically difhave made of the internet to develop their collective actions,

ferent use of the city (Caldeira, 2010). We are talking about
artistic interventions that invite us to look at the other side of
building, repairing and imagining public space. These interventions show us new ways of living this urban landscape
(Young, 2014: 94).

We are living in the context of great changes in Western

The cultural dimension, by becoming a resource (Yúdice,

cities. The paradigm shift from an economy based on the

2002), has turned into one of the main ways to extract eco-

manufacturing industry to one based on the service industry
is not only reshaping the economic and business spheres of
our urban environments, but also the social sphere (Sassen,

produce using the symbols and spaces of culture; and what

1991) and its public spaces. These changes have created

-

-

ture has three basic uses in this context: a) Attracting capital

vate and public interests. It is not easy for local governments
-

ing the degraded urban fabric.

macy (Deutsche, 1996). That is why, as some authors state
(see Zukin, 1982 and 1994; Deutsche, 1996; Ferrell, 1996;
Delgado, 2007; and Kramer, 2011), it is increasingly common
According to Harvey (2001) the competitive logic of capitalonce these monopolies have been imposed, they compete
role of art in the reinforcement or rejection of current models

monopolies have a contradictory nature: they compete un-

of public space management in our cities? To answer this
question, we must attend the ties of all artwork with public
institutions, and whether or not it questions the dominant

highlighting the uniqueness and authenticity of their territo-

order.

ries, in order to show characteristics that distinguish them
from other competitors. One of the key tools to highlight the
uniqueness of each territory and that, therefore, functions
as a magnet for tourism (Zukin, 1994), is cultural heritage
(monuments, museums, art, etc.). This is where what Hardeveloped by Bourdieu, is activated. The paradox beneath
this is that the continuous use of collective symbolic capital,
whilst creating elements of distinction, motivates a homog-

cation, which is dominant in cities like New York. This notion

a circular logic of homogeneity and distinction in which the
more cities try to escape, the more they will be trapped.

der a certain aesthetic and social order, leads to a process of

, As Hervey (2001: 433) asserts, that is why:
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vate sector to enter in municipal management. The case
-

mid-decade (Harvey, 2007) served as a pretext to reduce
the weight of the public sector. This led to the deterioration
of public services, particularly suburban transport (Austin,

This is what Smith (2012) has called an appropriation of

2001). This process meant that:

classes (re)conquering space at the expense of the social

-

majority, which is comparable to the legendary conquest of
wild and virgin lands in the Far West. The appropriation of
it highlights the domination of patrician classes over popular
classes. Nevertheless, it also has an economic dimension,

Secondly, the symbols and images generated from public

encouraging the use of popular subcultures for commercial

institutions aimed at creating a visual coherence or aesthetic

purposes. These practices have divorced the social con-

sanitation led to the reinforcement of a new model of public

rell, 1996: 180). The second concept refers to how culture

also serve to establish a new social order by redevelop-

-

ing public space. We have already mentioned the concept

sity. This provides a framework of meaning to the city (Zukin,

-

1994) that replaces a model of coexistence with the market

ties can generate both symbols and spaces. This concept

(Delgado, 2007; see also Balibrea, 2010).

played an important role in the late 1970s, mainly due to the
transition from an economic model based on the industrial
sector to one based on the service industry. In this context,
culture is placed in the center of urban development and will

One of the major phenomena that have favored urban regen-

an exhaustive analysis of the economic and social process-

es through which international capital has transformed cities

world is a perfect example of the management of public

in recent decades thanks to the conquest of space. In recent

space under these parameters, which apply to theme parks

times, we have witnessed how the wealthiest classes have

-

-

ence, and social control.
First, we must recall the fact that the commitment to a model
US during the decade of the 1970s. At that time, funds from

nomic disinvestment and institutional neglect.
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the economic impact caused by artists and art galleries is

Indeed, denying any democratic legitimacy to the opponent

not positive in the communities in which they operate. They

-

actually reinforce the process by which people who are most

ing any possible dialogue, has been the standard pattern fol-

in need must move in favor of the wealthy classes. In many
cases, street art has a main role rather than a secondary

appeared on the walls of Philadelphia and New York. This

processes in the urban sphere. One of his main theses is that

ideological basis that underlines the hegemonic narratives
tistic practice in public space. Their principles are based on
the theory of broken windows, established by James Wilson and George Kelling in an article they published in 1982
in the Atlantic Monthly. In it, they asserted that disorder,
through the metaphor of a broken window, was an embryo

face the institutional pressure of local governments that are

from which serious criminal activity is generated.

permanently concerned about having everything that happens in public spaces under control. This pressure is ap-

Thus, the proliferation of behaviors indicative of neglect

the prosecution and punishment of any artist working in the

sequently, would negatively impacto on life in the commu-

would entail the cooptation of the practices carried out by
these artists. This dichotomous and ambivalent way to ad-

would be facing two categories of disorder: social, which

because of the contradictions in its objectives, or the strict

ing in public, begging or prostitution; and physical, which

control of any dissenting artistic practice, but by its practical

includes abandoned buildings, sidewalks with trash, or graf-

-

consequences: on one hand, prohibition, persecution and
approach, would contribute to the physical degradation of a
art as standard artistic practices.

given space and, therefore, be a clear example of disorder.
Despite the soundness of such claims there is no empirical

not as a matter of aesthetic nature, but as a real social prob-

evidence to support the theory of broken windows (Harcourt,
1998; Harcourt and Ludwig, 2006; Sampson and Rauden-

a problem is always a collective construction directly linked
to the perceptions, representations, interests and values of

would determinedly contribute to reduce violent crime (Har-

the actors involved (Subirats, 2008: 126; see also Goode

court and Ludwig, 2006). On the contrary, other measures

and Ben-Yehuda, 2009). Public authorities take this appanic (Cohen, 2002), thereby drawing a clear line between
(Goode and Ben-Yehuda, 2009) and setting up a space in

(Sampson and Raudenbush, 1999). In a study developed in

which the identities created must cope antagonistically

the city of Chicago, Sampson and Raudenbush (1999) were
serious crime, but this was more connected to the characteristics and background of each quarter. These decisive

-

factors for crime, which have nothing to do with disorder,
seem to be both a structural disadvantage and an attenu-
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public space for two reasons: it encourages a purely comcessive socio-economic crisis in cities like New York.

mercial logic (public space as a place of transit for potential
consumers) and it implements a new model of development

How is it possible for a theory with such a lack of empirical
evidence to be so successful among the public authorities

of culture. The municipal authorities in Madrid inextricably

many large cities? The answer to this is its utility to imple-

connected culture to the development and wealth of the city

ment policies that have contributed to establishing a particu-

(Carrillo, 2009: 201).

model is based on what Logan and Molotch (1987) have

Closely related to this is the construction of infrastructures

called Growth machines. These machines are based on the

that serve as major exhibition venues, as well as the organi-

linkage between the public sector, through local political
elites, and the private sector, mainly composed by corpo-

(Evans, 2005; García, 2008; see also Cocola, 2009). These
initiatives are often developed without adequate long-term

land use at the expense of the residents (Logan and Mo-

-

lotch, 1987; Harvey, 2001). The ideology that accompanies
these growth machines is what Kramer (2011) has called pri-

112). In addition, betting on the architectural spectacle of the

vatism. This term refers to the role of the public sector as

tal for more local, accessible and creative cultural provision

-

(Costa and Lopes, 2013). Therefore, it is detrimental to the

structure. There seems to be a clear correlation between

cultural practices and experiences associated with the daily

the logic of growth machines and privatism and the way in

life of the communities that some authors, such as Evans

(Kramer, 2011: 13). Growth machine interventions, despite

projects in the community. The district of Lavapies in Ma-

their dysfunctional consequences in social terms, are re-

drid is a paradigmatic case. As Carrillo has stated (2009),

-

while most of the social, cultural and political spheres of the

tive (Smith, 2012).

neighborhood were dismantled, large and oblivious cultural containers for the cultural dynamics of the district were
built. Good examples of this are the cultural center La Casa
Encendida, the Valle Inclán theatre or the extension of the
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía.

In recent years, the aim of public authorities to place Madrid
tion of its economic model. This has led to the emergence
of a new economy of advanced services that has reshaped

The policies developed by the Madrid city council in recent

the business of the city in favor of the interests of interna-

made local governments adopt strategies to strengthen lo-

art as standard artistic practices. There is an anecdote that

cal economic competitiveness in a global context. Thus, the
main role of cities would not be to ensure a certain level of

before the new legislation and the rise of ABC, a couple of

social cohesion but to promote local economic growth, often

street artists, Asier and Murphy, painted several murals in

at the expense of generating greater inequality and socio-

the capital of Madrid in response to a statement of Alberto

spatial segregation (Blanco and Subirats, 2012: 21). This
an end to this false expression of any kind of artistic atti-
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made the most of the possibilities that the new expansion of
had given them a check for 3,400 euros (El Mundo, 2008).

new values that informational capitalism has entailed: comsocial life. These works have led to the proliferation of proposals that are committed to collective action, in opposition

In any case, how did ABC articulate their actions? It was

to the idea of individual artistic genius. Thus, the factors of

under collaborative and reticular logic. Using their Flickr ac-

latest form of activism on the web. Therefore, the actions

nature (see Figure 2.) for any internet user to download. The

of ABC are heirs to this tradition, as they oppose light and

action, therefore, was raised by a leading group but could
be executed by any person with internet access. Thus, connectivity, interactivity, and collective creation become fundamental concepts in order to understand their actions. To the

but also, above all, the ideological values it represents.

concept of collective creation, we must add the concept of
identities (see Figure 3.) assumed in performative processes
(Carrillo, 2004).
powers combined with the channels of the information era
In that sense, ABC is heir to a tradition of collaborative

-

practices developed in recent decades in the capital of
Spain. Among them, we can mention those carried out by

getting up, etc.) with typical street art strategies (use of tem-

the Preiswert Arbeitskollegen (Unalienated Working Society)

plates, conceptual sophistication, dètournement, etc.). As a

group, who raised a number of situationist actions through-

result, we have a hybrid that combines the best aspects of

out the 1990s (Pujals, 2004; Carrillo, 2009). The most frequent interventions of this group consisted in the dissemi-

the rules for the use of public space.

nation of ironic political messages in public space using
templates and sprays (see Figure 4.). Another important ref-

-

erence is Sabotaje Contra el Capital Pasándoselo Pipa (SC-

bued with a clear intention to challenge the local govern-

CPP), that developed, among other things, the initiative YO-

ment, merely highlight their position of weakness against

MANGO (dètournement of the name of the Spanish textile

them. Madrid City Council, because of its inability to read
social reality and see the demand for other ways of political

actions in big stores (see Figure 5.). That is, actions that,

participation beyond the traditional electoral channels (Blan-

through the theft of small items, aimed at denouncing the

co and Subirats, 2012), has failed to articulate other means
of participation that go beyond cooptation and submission

aspect of their activity, apart from the use of irony and sense

to the institutional channels. This condemns all social or cultural actors who do not want to submit to the dynamics of

the tools or information inherent in their actions for general
use (Carrillo, 2004).

the local government to endure their own systematic coercion. This means that alternative responses of opposition to
Michel de Certeau (2001: 367) called tactical, understand-

Manuel Castells uses the concept of informational capitalism
64
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-

hierarchical and reticular action. To which we should add the
festive and carnival component, where humor and sublima-

the symbolic capital of order. By using virtual tools, in this
case Flickr, the group was able to multiply the presence of
Ana botellas throughout the whole world in an easy, cheap
-

and accessible way. This is what allowed their actions to

monic urban models and in the ways that local governments

reach, in a very short period, a much larger audience than if
a limited group of people had executed them. The fact that

tourism and investments. Secondly, culture can strengthen
a particular social order in public spaces. Thirdly, culture

function: 1) The dissemination of the materials and tools
necessary to execute the actions, and 2) demonstrating the
results and reinforcing the idea of ubiquity.

certain artistic practices in challenging the dominant urban
models and the management that local governments have

What are the political conclusions of all this? It is true that
we can classify this initiative in what Michel de Certeau has

found within these practices that operate outside the traditional channels of the art system. Governance of local govthat can favor the articulation of an action that challenges
same time it prohibits, pursues and punishes, it also co-opts

the dominant order. Adopting a tactical role towards the es-

The Broken Windows Theory of Wilson and Kelling (1982) set

cal entity to the opponents of institutional power. Because

-

of this, they will not be considered adversaries, but ene-

-

mies. The management of the local government of Madrid
many municipal governments have followed it faithfully. We
street artists with a political entity that would enable them as
ing public assets, which is related to what Logan and Mo-

interlocutors, refer to them as a moral entity as if they were a
social evil that must be eradicated.

-

The way that public authorities impede the right of certain

ued to defy the dominant social and aesthetic order in cities

social and cultural actors to show their disagreement regarding the ways in which our public spaces are managed should

of a group of artists called the Ana Botella Crew, who, in re-

alert us to the poor quality of our democracy. The guarantee

sponse to an upsurge of the public administration of the City

that the votes obtained in the process of electoral participa-

of Madrid, invited anyone that wanted to participate to do so

tion provide should not be a blank check that allows governments to shirk their obligation to explore other forms of

city councilor for the environment.

participation in public life. In short, it is not only the right of

What is the role of virtual tools in the articulation of these

the street that is at stake which would open another vector

models? Alternatively, what is the role of online action in the

ways of responding to the dominant political, social and cultural order, as well as the right to have institutions, that far

the goals set by these initiatives? As we have seen, Inter-

from being an adversary, are allies in these processes.
65
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Figure 1. Action of ABC

Figure 2. ABC template for stenciling
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Figure 3. Members of ABC with masks of Ana Botella

Figure 4. Action of Preiswert
Arbeitskollegen
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Abstract

the street is his home, as it is the large city. Indeed, the indi-

vidual that crosses the webs of the large urban centers, dip-

proach that establishes relationships between poetry, philosophy and the art world.
We intend to highlight the anonymity, the ephemeral, and transitory element as a key feature of his artistic creation, by using as a starting point the relationship between
with the universal and with the unchanging, Street Art has in
it is an immense joy to see the world and remain hidden, as

the transient the true motive of its inspiration; in urban life it

message spreads throughout the urban space and prolifer-

It is within the city in motion that the artist will see their con-

ates insidiously. The street is actually, ‘Just as good a place
stated in Paris Spleen, Baudelaire describes metaphorically
identity remains veiled (Raychaudhur, 2010: 52).

how the poet crosses a busy avenue, and sees his halo fallof the loss of this emblem, the artist loses his quasi-divine
and angelic status and acquires anonymity, and seeks to
take advantage of this by remaining incognito in the crowd,

(Benjamin, 1999: 115). The crowd is a framework that orchestrates urban movements. For this man of the crowds

as a fallen angel or an anti-hero. Benjamin focuses on this
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analysis of the modernity in the book: Charles Baudelaire: a
lyric in the rise of capitalism.
(Baudelaire, 1988: 173).
the practice of observing the galleries that decorate Paris,
of wandering through the crowds of those who pass. Now

-

this is where the subversive activity and the unknown street
moment, to then keep it in the absence of all change. The
Unlike the traditional aesthetic conception, in which beauty
-

which the artist shapes their own life as a creative process.
identify with the attitude of the street artist, is the claim of an
aesthetic life, an aesthetic way of existence that has its focus

The street artist is aware of the ephemerality of his artwork;

on the urban

.

being one of the essential characteristics of this kind of art,
to such an extent that video or photography (expertly diffused by modern media, like the internet and social net-

the liberty to associate with the street artist, introduces an

works) are often the only record of these works. Street art as

aesthetic form of existence. This aesthetic mission does not

a global movement has grown unconstrained through Web
image sharing.

tion. The street artist is not alone in his creative process, but
within society: the big city. He operates his own transforma-

-

tion as he expects also to transform the walls of the streets.

tional activity seems to be a response to capitalist law. The
street artist does not want to feed the market and his art
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Architectural Heritage

Abstract
-

-

-

Urban Art, Renewal, City, Turin, Survey, Architecture.

Thanks to the numerous urban art projects which have taken

to the latest achievements of B.Art, not to mention the sev-

place in the last few years, Turin is more and more an open

sociations. In brief, this is a fragmented and confrontational

illegal acts and where large murals by famous international

scene within the peculiar space of the city of Turin. More-

street artists cohabit with those made by anonymous local

over, instead of having of a proper operating network, it puts

writers. Over time, important events have colored the city,

together many artists open to independent collaboration.

from the three editions of PicTurin (Turin Mural Art Festival)
to the interventions of MurArte, from SAM in Parco Michelotti

the phenomenon by means of an agreement between asso-
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urbana, Variante Bunker and Monkeys Evolution) and the
municipality, as well as several attempts to assemble colart. One of these places is the SAM (Street Art Museum),
an outdoor gallery of murals located in the former munici-

aim to support and appraise young artistic expression, provided that it is performed within a top-down control system.
In other words, the administration found a way to weaken

by the cultural association BorderGate between 2011 and

or discharge acts of vandalism by channeling their energy

2012 through the Border Land project; it contributed to re-

within the borders of its aesthetic (rather than anthropologi-

develop the area through more than sixty works on walls,

cal or social) component, and at the same time to undertake

cages and tanks involving many Italian and foreign artists. A
similar project is the MAU (Museo Arte Urbana), whose core

areas.1

is located in Borgo Vecchio Campidoglio, a late nineteenthcentury working-class neighborhood, which has now be-

On a more general level, whereas many institutional activi-

come an urban museum chaired and directed by Edoardo Di

ties carried out by municipalities to use urban art to rede-

Mauro and headquartered in association with Galleria POW
-

by Alessandro Icardi. More than one hundred murals have
are normally distant from the urban art sphere.

to tackle the complex socio-urban dynamics at work in large
The case of Turin is a prime example of how the general

areas of the city.

attitude towards urban art has changed together with its

Going back to the Turin initiatives in the 2000s, it is undeniable that the city administration has the merit of having

-

taken deterrent, rather than punitive, actions and, above all,

litical, anthropological and pervasive act, has always been

of having tried to establish a dialogue with local writers. In

experienced controversially by observers (both belonging to

line with this, the MurArte project was part of a general plan

the artistic milieu and to city life). Since the 1970s, urban

of policies to encourage the active participation of broad
sectors of the civil society and thus it fostered the birth of
many associations, such as Il cerchio e le gocce and Mon-

in recent years they are moving from being illegal and spon-

keys Evolution. These associations are still very active and

taneous practices to being works resulting from a process of
a political/anthropological message gives way to the artistic

with multiple purposes, from urban aesthetic transformation

value of the image. This is exactly what happened in the pas-

to juvenile recovery. In addition, the exhibition Pittura dura.

New Muralism. In 1999, when the MurArte project was initi-

Torino, from 24 November 1999 to 30 January 2000) should

ated, the city of Turin was still divided between a majority of

be mentioned, as it gathered together many urban artworks
of the 1980s, so as to give a theoretical and historical back-

private property and a minority of fans who saw these works

ground to MurArte.

as an aesthetic and engaged means towards a grass-roots
Another remarkable aspect of the Turin case is the continuity
decided to engage in dialogue with young artists and writ-

istration made uniform and long-term interventions, which
transformed Turin into the principal Italian workshop of ur-
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ban art. This continuity ensured the long-standing presence

pressive and artistic value, but of an open-air museum using

of planning activities (of which MurArte is one of the most

the walls of the city to exhibit its collection. The selected

representative examples), which in turn underscores the ar-

walls were always large and committed to a single artist,

tistic and global evolution of the urban art phenomenon from

as opposed to what happened in MurArte in which many

acts of vandalism to a new form of muralism. Although a very

writers were given the possibility to share the same artistic

similar shift was observed in many other cities such as New

space. PicTurin thus sealed the passage from a bottom-up

York, Baltimore, London, Berlin, Barcelona and Lisbon, Turin

participation of local crews to a selection process following

stands out as the only city which nestled the birth of an inter-

the blueprint of curatorial mechanisms in academic art. Even

national festival of writing and mural art named PicTurin. The

though both famous and emerging artists could participate,

event had three editions (2010-2012), during which interven-

they were nonetheless artists in a position to give the city

tions of great artistic quality generated a large international

the international sought international resonance it sought.

impact and a growing recognition both in the traditional art

One of the most visible outcomes of PicTurin was that let-

system and in the urban art milieu. Compared to the MurArte

tering disappeared from the walls, replaced by the strong
expressive individualities of the artists involved. Among the

longer considered as a phenomenon to be fought against,

personalities who contributed their works to PicTurin are the

but a new artistically acknowledged form that could add cul-

German DOME, the Belgian ROA (Figure. 1) (whose macabre

tural value to the entire city.

drawing of a weasel holding the dead body of a rat contin-

On the occasion of the 2006 Winter Olympic Games, Turin
faced a major overhaul in terms of territorial and urban mar-

and the Italian artists Ericailcane (Figure. 3), Pixel Pancho,

keting, through which the city strategically embraced a new

Hitnes, Etnik, Gianluca Scarano, and Agostino Iacurci.

international public. The physical and material features of the

A few years later, in 2012, a new urban art project arose.

city, as well as its historical and cultural heritage contributed

-

refreshed image but also as a sort of newly conceived commercial brand. In this regard, the First Strategic Plan drawn

The works, carried out in a portion of the city not yet involved
in previous initiatives, were made by important Italian artists,

sought at the level of communication, namely to make Turin

such as Agostino Iacurci (parking lot in via Lugaro, in front

known to the largest possible audience and to change the

of La Stampa headquarters) (Figure. 4), Moneyless (via Ros-

general perception people had of the city. Notwithstanding

mini) (Figure. 5), as well as by international names including

its impressive industrial and historic past, Turin had to project itself through the image of a friendly, dynamic, creative
tional view/market as a place of lively cultural, architectural
and economic improvements.2

intervention project arose in 2014. B.ART Arte in Barriera ,
in which features urban art as an opportunity to re-interpret

Thanks to PicTurin, Turin became a great art workshop in

and transform degraded areas of the city by promoting

which more than 3,500 square meters of murals were made.

shared collaborative work of artists, administrators and citi-

its protagonists to the audience of city viewers. While for

attention was given to a single historic district, Barriera di

MurArte the walls had been randomly assigned, for PicTurin

Milano, one of the most complex and varied areas of Turin.

they underwent a careful selection that led to choosing walls

The main aim of B.ART was that of making the Barriera di

sites that had having maximum visibility and better aesthet-

Milano a more welcoming place without altering its original

ics. The administration no longer spoke of urban regenera-

historical and social vocations. This neighborhood was born

tion of degraded or peripheral areas by means of a new ex-

on the road to Milan in the second half of the 19th century

74
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and became, in the following decades, the industrial hub of
headquarters. It saw the birth of textile mills, workshops
and confectioneries, as well as foundries, car, transport
and logistics companies, many of which have since closed

-

down leaving behind abandoned and disused areas. An international public art call (expiring on 30 June 2014) was

Millo is a trained architect and, therefore, the design of the

launched. It was aimed at increasing the quality and attrac-

city with its buildings and infrastructures plays a paramount

tiveness of the urban environment through the creation of

role for him. His works are arguably conceived/designed

13 artistic interventions spread across the district. The call,

with the eye of an architect who works on the city using the

sponsored by the City of Turin and the Urban Barriera Com-

means of an artist. Seemingly, his architectural background
-

open to artists, graphic designers and architects, who were

rated into the urban environment, thus creating a sort of

assigned the task of designing a unique concept to be real-

game of mirrors or semantic loop in which the city hosts the
murals, which in turn represent the city, which is in turn is
transformed by the murals themselves. As Millo said in a re-

most representative of the history and characteristics of the
Barriera di Milano. Two juries, one of experts, and one of the

cent interview:
-

als received. In September, after consultation with the local

-

to paint the 13 walls. This announcement follows the track of
many constructive experiences of public art previously oc-

-

curred in Turin, but it introduces some innovative aspects as
a unique concept elaborated by a single artist was chosen.

according to the various spaces. It is not an isolated action,
but it is part of a series of actions developed by the Urban
Barriera program, including a series of redevelopment interventions on deteriorated infrastructure and public spaces.
The winning project, by the artist Francesco Giorgino, aka
Millo (born in Mesagne, near Brindisi, in 1979), is titled Habiand white lines and some disruptive color spaces. The com-

-

mon thread in the scenarios is the analysis of the relationship

pretation of urban art as a symbiotic and parasitic life -form

between man and the urban fabric, which invariably acts as

that exists by exploiting the inconsistencies of the urban

a background for each work. Each mural features one or
impossibility of urban artworks to live outside their architecin the land of Lilliput) performing simple gestures and inter-

tural support and, on the other hand, their urge to strike a

acting with what is around them and with the elements of the

balance between the mutual needs of the city and of artistic

architecture on which they are painted. As the artist says:

expression. When this compromise appears achieved, all
75
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comes. When, instead of participation and a commitment

to works of art. On the other hand, rather than artworks, they

to sharing, rules are imposed or spaces and artists are used

may be seen as illegal acts of vandalism to be suppressed

for non-shared aims, the resultant work will remain an end

and erased. In both cases, these considerations do not give

in itself, with no positive impact on the context and on the

space to alternative interpretations, and they avoid the most

people who live those spaces.

challenging questions that may arise around urban art. For
example, in the critical analysis and in the representation and
documentation of this type of work, the fundamental importance of the physical, architectural, and urban environment

The analysis I present here derives from an ongoing research

in which the works are settled is often overlooked, if not

projectI started at the Faculty of Architecture of Pescara in
2012. TheIts goal of the project is to study and survey urban

monographs very often just select photographs of murals

art in Italy through the tools and methodologies of urban and

closing in up on the drawing itself detached from its con-

architectural survey. My choice to study urban murals in cit-

text. If this approach is useful to spotlight the aesthetic and
compositional content of a mural, it tells us nothing about
the space in which it is located and the materiality of the

and understand how city architecture can become an open
ground for discussion and social evolution, beyond its mere-

representation, having photography as its main instrument,

ly functional aspect and aesthetic and formal implications.

ensures a complete documentation of the work in its pri-

I started this research following my desire to know better

marily aesthetic and visual aspects, but it often neglects the

those who act with lightness and irony on the subtle line be-

relationships between the mural and its surrounding space.

tween shared rules and arbitrary expression. It is a journey

Such photographs shoots erroneously prompt us to con-

into the contemporary urban space, fuelled by an urge to

ceive of the mural as a pictorial representation, almost like a

walk through the streets, step by step, observing the way

painting exhibited on a wall, forgetting that a mural is instead

in which drawing fosters the dialogue between space, ar-

space and provides observers with a more articulated in-

glie, near Taranto, and the works carried out during the variadd the paradox of documentation: although indispensable
study, I gave special attention to the surveying and drawing

to the temporary and ephemeral character of these works,

methodology of the mural works, with an aim to establish a

documentation in fact distorts their essence by transforming
them into two-dimensional and incorruptible objects. In the

would overcome some of the commonly adopted settings in

search for a methodology of documentation that respects

urban art representation.

the values of the process as well as the work itself, it is nec-

Urban artworks are often appreciated for their visual and

essary to consider the walls as artefacts inseparable from

aesthetic quality, which is surely essential but somehow ob-

the space in which they are located, from the material sub-

scures other important features. Murals owe their success to

strate that supports them, and from the time conditions in

the media thanks to their extraordinarily photogenic power;

which they were made.

nevertheless, photography does not do justice to all their

In this sense, the examination and documentation process

features. When reduced to two-dimensional images, ex-

necessarily requires observation in situ, through which we

changed and disseminated in the web as disposable iconic

can understand the reasons that led to the choice of a spe-

material, murals tend to become blank signs used by dif-

-

ferent communication systems such as politics, institutions

lation to the historical, social, and political environment that

or advertising. Even though there is not a unique attitude
towards these works, they are usually judged by categories

its creation. This kind of information is so complex and elusive that it can hardly be represented simply by means of

one hand, they are regarded as artworks and therefore may

photographs and , as is known,furthermore, works do not
always show their deep meanings and relationships through
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their materiality alone.y Photography, however, has the un-

impact on the worldwide audience.
However, it is important to highlight the danger of delegat-

go beyond their own pictorial technique, so as to become

ing the entire documentary task only to photography, with-

happenings and performances (aAnd in this respect, video

out taking into account its limitations. De Certeau (1984),
drawing on the walls in a single picture. Speaking about

often at the base of the artistic gesture. Following these in-

the movements of passers-by in the city streets, the French

tuitions, the artist is not a mere executor of an artifact, rather

scholar compares pedestrian trajectories to rhetorical exer-

the director of a theatrical action in which space interacts
with its inhabitants.
move through the streets editing the scene. But, De Certeau
(1984: 102) adds:,
introduce new elements of dialogue and participation. A mural thus goes beyond its material essence and becomes the

of that an illustration were required, we could mention the

document of an event that takes place over time, the trace

-

of a Situationist provocation. Photography, therefore, should
avoid facile aestheticism to document, in a clear way, the

themselves on the subterranean passages of the city, ‘em-

-

tures of violence painted with a pistol, Shivas made of writ-

main only as an echo in the drawing. Moreover, photography
should not fail to investigate the complex net of implications

are accompanied by the rumble of subway trains: New York

that the artist has decided to weave between the work and
its surroundings: some works are incomprehensible if we do

De Certeau considers the drawings on the walls as moments

-

in which sign and action collide. For this reason, they are im-

phic drawing.

portant traces of individual and uncontrollable tactics within
the regulated space of the city. In these acts, the form and
power of drawings are inseparably linked to the material they

interest. In this respect, photography can hardly convey the

are made of, both the drawing tools and the support; by the
same token, the tracing gesture leaves a trail of intentions

permanently alters the relationship between drawing, mate-

cise and clean traits when the artist creates under calmer

rial support, and environment. Once this connection is lost,

conditions of consent.

the masonry becomes an independent and autonomous object, ready to be circulated and exchanged as a pure image
on the Internet, as a page in a catalogue or a framed print
hanging on the walls of a gallery. With these considerations

building on which it is painted. Instead of being randomly

-

chosen, the site or architecture on which a mural is painted

resentation. On the contrary, I am perfectly aware of how its
contribution has been crucial to the study of the evolution

and dangerousness of execution. Each of these features in-

of urban art over the years. Without important documentation work, such as that by Martha Cooper and Henry Chalf-

the community of artists and by the wider audience of the

ant (1988) , now we could not now appreciate and study

-

writers, nor would this artistic expression have had a strong

urban artwork, not just its aesthetic qualities, performative
77
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techniques, or the presence of a more or less shouted politi-

jections, as is the case with digital panoramas.

cal message. Given the complexity of internal and external
relationships and references in a mural work, I propose think
a documentation and representation process that includes

Since the end of the 1990s, Turin has been a key contem-

-

approaches have come into contact. Turin has proved a

logues. For what concerns the material phase of documentation, the proposed instruments are the following:

-

- Cameras;
- Video cameras, which are particularly useful for documenting all the stages of the making of a work;

To study the case of Turin, therefore, allows us to under-

- Direct and indirect survey instruments borrowed from arof the city, it is important to document the proportional as

at stake in the theoretical and critical debate: the power of

well as the dimensional and spatial relationships with sur-

mural art to trigger urban renewal processes; the relationship

rounding architectures. In the documentation process,

between the various administrations over the years and the

alongside photographing a mural, it is also helpful to detect

once illegal artistic practices; the relationship between a lo-

the basic architectural volumes, assuming that in the future

cal context and a global art movement spread through the

-

-

tial and chromatic characteristics of each measured point

mentation system for works that are ephemeral by their own

will be available. Laser scanners can be a powerful tool to

nature. The experiences of urban art in Turin examined here

document urban art because they allow us to store the ur-

also show how an artistic practice can serve as a means to

ban space and the photographic texture of the painting in a

re-appropriate the city, thanks to the cooperation between

of this instrument, along with the general prejudice towards
this kind of art, prevents its use in it in a survey campaign. It
is my conviction, nevertheless, that when new and more af-

This research on Italian urban art is being carried on in col-

fordable tools are available, they will become indispensable

laboration with the architecture photographer Pippo Marino.
The ideas concerning the creation of a standard process to

- A new experimental tool based on the use of cameras for

photograph urban artworks within their context are the result

stereometric or 360° recording. As regards methods of rep-

of an ongoing dialogue on theoretical principles and of prac-

resentation, I propose the following:
- Photographic representation, provided that it describes the

by Pippo Marino.

- The environment as a whole;.

Notes

- The work;

1 - For more on urban art in Italy, see Mastroianni (2013);

- The material, technical, and stylistic details of the work.

Brighenti (2009); Caputo (2009); Gargiulo (2011); Castelvec-

- Graphical representation illustrating the spatial and metric

chi, Naldi and Musso (2013); Omodeo (2014); and Tomassini

characteristics of the work, in particular maps (for example,

(2012).
2 - The starting point of this new communication vision of

-

Turin was the adoption in 2000 of a Strategic Plan, which

graphic and isometric projections.

was followed by another plan prepared in 2006 on the occa-

- Three-dimensional digital models, possibly to be explored

sion of the Winter Olympic Games. For further reading, see

in an interactive mode obtained through metric data or photo-modeling.
- Representations obtained by cylindrical or spherical pro-

www.torinostrategica.it and P. Bondio (ed.), 2007. A giochi
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Figure 3. Millo, c.so Vigevano n. 2. B.ART 2014. ph. Pippo Marino
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Figure 4. Millo, via Cherubini n. 63. B.ART 2014. ph. Pippo Marino

B.ART 2014. ph. Pippo Marino

Figure 5. Millo, via Cruto n. 3. B.ART 2014. ph. Pippo Marino.
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Abstract
-

-

-

Urban Sociology, Street Art, Routes, Multidisciplinarity, Field Work.

of associations, projects and the municipality. The assumpThis article intends to clarify both the construction of the ob-

tion underlying this research is that the analysis of the con-

ject of analysis and the methodological options within a soci-

texts of production of street art in this metropolitan ambit

ological PhD research project about the production of street
art in Lisbon. In this research, street art was approached as

constructing public urban space, but also tensions and con-

understand how a public space can be constructed through

This article aims to focus on the methodological aspects

the ways in which it relates to the city and the art it features
besides the extensive collection of images and other docmanifestation of an ephemeral nature.

umentation, also includes a set of interviews not only with
street artists, but also with other actors connected to the

At the present moment, street art is the object of several distinct interventions in Lisbon, through not only the individual

programming of street art initiatives.
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These methodological options, explored in depth in this

stitutional, collective or associative initiatives - also implies
diversity in what concerns the actors, strategies and forms

about what street art reveals about the construction of pub-

of cooperation within its production.

lic space, but also about the mechanisms through which this

As for the street artists, I wondered about the ways they

duction, connects with the construction of an artistic career,

expression at their disposal, concerning the diversity of con-

and with the world of contemporary art and its markets.

texts for these practices, legal or illegal. The consequences
of their options and the way in which they build a personal
rogation that this initial observation revealed. The increasing
number of street art initiatives in Lisbon, in legal contexts,
-

and with an increasing scale, as well as the opening of an

ply, with the daily experiencing of Lisbon, through walking in

active street art commercial gallery, broadens the outline of

the streets of the city and through the experience of its sev-

this question. Namely, what relationship could exist between

eral public spaces. Posters, stickers, cutouts, stencils, col-

street art and the world of contemporary art, with its mech-

orful murals showcasing diverse styles, despite appearing to

anisms of artistic recognition, markets and exhibition contions: the exhibition of OSGEMEOS at CCB and the Vhils
retrospective, a remarkable moment for the visibility and

-

recognition of a Portuguese street artist.2 Both illustrate the

municate a message to an audience much broader than the

increasing presence of street artists in museums, and their
insertion in the world of contemporary art.

expression much more diverse than the intricate elaboration
of letterings.

Acknowledging this diversity of the object led to research on

Meanwhile, the observation of the mdf panels that had been

these perspectives to understand the purposes that these

placed near the Bairro Alto area by a recently created orgaaerosol paintings, colorful and with various themes, allowed

expression.

for further questioning. Namely, what this initiative could re-

All this indicates that here lays, undoubtedly, a particularly

veal about relationships of power in public space, and how it

rich object of sociological investigation, as it reveals urban

could itself signify an attempt of the municipal institution to

dynamics in the practices, the identities and the meanings,

control the unpredictable and spontaneous, and also what

the art worlds, and the construction of public space in the
context of Lisbon.

tion of a carefully curated image of the city. Along with this
initiative came several others, in the form of associations,
projects or workshops, to promote street art events and interventions throughout the city.

problematic of art in the public space, researchers Antoni

Some authors include street art in a set of practices that

Remesar and Pedro Brandão (2010) distinguish two types
of approach: those that center on the art world and those

-

distinction makes possible to pinpoint some mistakes that

ministration, or private entities. On the other hand, observing
the diversity of contexts in which street art is made - from
individual and spontaneous initiatives, to projects within in-

-
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institutions, or the local communities, for example.
An additional research track was inspired by the work of José
Guilherme Cantor Magnani (1994), about the esoteric pracThe second would result from the assumption that these

-

street expressions all have a uniformly subversive intention

gist chose to approach these practices, consisting of dislo-

to them, if not in their content, at least in the simple act of

cating the perspective from within the practices themselves,

intervening in a public wall. This is not at all what is observ-

to the relationships these establish with the city, guided this

able, as there is considerable amount of negotiation and

research on street art. In that sense, Magnani (1994) opted

strategy in the practice of street art in legal contexts, though

-

it might be true for the illegal and spontaneous interventions.

cording to their characteristics, which also makes full sense

Street art is therefore a visual vehicle to reveal social dynam-

in a research project on street art, in which the diversity of its

ics between the several actors involved in its production,

contexts is also precisely one of the central aspects of this

and between them and the city. The way each street artist

research.

builds themself as such, elaborating a career path, can be
The work of Sharon Zukin (1993) facilitates an understand-

ing of the relation between street art and the institutions and

ist constructs and gives meaning to the act of artistically

entities that allow and promote these new contexts for its

intervening in the streets of the city, and how that process
power, that attempts to illustrate the way in which the aunamely the art world and the legal contexts of production of
street art.
it with images of said power, and of which public art, in a
The dramaturgical perspective that underlies works under

broader sense, is a classic example, as is some street art
produced in institutional contexts.
As counterpoint to this conception of the city, Alain Bourdin

adequate for the analysis of the dynamics between the dif-

(2005) adds that the city is also a vast system of opportuni-

ferent actors in the context of the production of street art

ties, in what concerns professional activities, jobs, services
and products, relationships, meanings, possible behaviors,

and as identity construction, on the other. The context of the

events and mobility structures. Hence the city, in the set of

street art practices was a necessary starting point.

street art production contexts it presents, also represents a
group of opportunities for the artists, who, according to their

interest for this research, for the simple reason that the street

build from their activities on street art a surplus value for the

art world presents such a diversity and complexity of practi-

construction of a career.

tioners and contexts of production that these theoretical ap-

In order to theoretically frame the aspect of the construction of an artistic career, some reference to Howard Becker
perceives artistic activity as collective, with several actors

of cultural spheres, that mirror the communicative condition

and respective roles. It is argued in this research that street

of contemporary culture, in which diverse contextual identi-

art constitutes a particular art world. Secondly, Becker also
associates career with a commitment to practices (1953),

tion of the ways that street art is produced, namely in the role

Becker connects the notion of career with a learning process

of the agents that promote it and establish bridges between

of meanings and techniques. This idea of progression appears in the speeches of the interviewed street artists, relat-
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ing to the contexts in which they develop their practice and

-

also on a technical level. On the other hand, street artists

search is the representations of the street artists and their
creative expressions in the walls of the city; the second is

learning. Therefore, it was possible to trace elements of a

an intermediate level, that of the producers of street art and

personal narrative of an artistic path in their discourses.

the agents that mediate their practices; the third level is that

As for the artistic work, the work of Nathalie Heinich (1996;

-

2005) is important to consider when investigating the pas-

ages of city that underlie their approach towards street art,

sage of the street artist to the contemporary art world and its

and also the contemporary art world and the relation street

market, particularly the concept of artistic singularity and the

artists have with it.

processes of recognition and celebration of artistic careers

The general approach for this research relates to what Pierre
Bourdieu (2001) called participant objectivation, which differs from the participant observation, that assumes the re-

Raymonde Moulin (1997) is also a valuable reference, spe-

that is the object of research, to better understand it. On the

ent actors in the art world that contribute to its transforma-

other hand, participant observation considers the rupture
with the subjective aspects of the proximity with the object.

the artists and the artistic movements. Moulin traces social

The challenge this perspective presented was of constant
rupture with the eventual impulse of the researcher to arbi-

careers are built.

trarily judge and attribute value, objectifying instead her role

Therefore, the study of the forms and contexts of production

within the research.

of street art allows the formulation of another set of themes.

Concerning the techniques that were used for this research,

These include: from the perspective of the institutions, the
control of public space and the promotion of a certain im-

work, some adaptation and experimentation is paramount.

age of the city - the urban marketing of cities in a context of

However, engaging in the collection of a set of interviews

touristic competitiveness; from the perspective of the artists,

was soon determined to be a fundamental aspect for a quali-

-

tative research approach.

tations and expectations that connect with it, how an artistic

-

career is built, what strategy there is in the choices artists

tiplicity of actors involved, the collection of personal testimo-

make when collaborating with public institutions, and how

nies was considered adequate. Because it is also in the form
of that speech and the singular manner in which each indi-

world and its markets.

vidual articulates it, that a researcher can understand which
aspects the interviewee attributes more or less importance

each of the subjects were privileged, resulting in detailed inIt is important to clarify the methodological approach that

formation.

underlies this research, which is inherently sociological ap-

The collection of testimonies of the several actors involved in
the production of street art in Lisbon, in the form of semi-di-

was crucial.
If the anthropological knowledge structures itself around the

The amount of information obtained through these exten-

micro scale of daily life and the personal contact between

sive interviews was considerable, allowing the researcher

the observer and the observed (Agier, in Cordeiro, 2003:15),

to clear their research doubts and to dissipate assumptions

for a sociological research project a certain connection to
the macro level of reality is also unavoidable. While trans-

directions for the research.

versal to daily life and human interaction, both levels of

Therefore, interviews were conducted with two sets of actors: on the one hand, who creates street art, that is, the art-
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way of taking notice of the several initiatives, but also a way
it, that is, actors connected with associations and collectives

of being aware of the impact that street art has on the media.

that promote street art in legal contexts, as well as the mu-

nicipal institution through Galeria de Arte Urbana.
group of street artists, which allowed the researcher to trace

Aside from the media resources collected and the group of
artistic career, to understand their perceptions of street art,

interviews conducted, there were other processes of data

and how its growing visibility is interpreted and sometimes

collection for this research project: Tthe collection of visual

taken as strategic by artists in the building of their career.
On the other hand, the interviews with the actors involved

3

in the production of street art, namely members of associaRecording annotations, questionings and interrogations
allowed an understanding of how these mediating agents
diary proved to be a valuable resource, particularly in the
represent the role street art might have in the construction

moments of indecision between several possible directions

of public space in a contemporary and global urban context.
Another aspect of the methodological approach for this re-

impressions and spontaneous thoughts that the moments

search is the one that concerns the collection of media data.
or in the process of making - suggested to the researcher,
making or promoting street art in Lisbon allowed her to be

concerning the pieces, the artists or the reactions of the

aware of the events, initiatives, inaugurations, exhibitions

passers-bys, for instances.

and interventions throughout the city.
the observation of these initiatives, which also demonstrated

make routes through the streets of the city with the purpose

-

of observing became obvious, assuming the public space as

cerning the period between 2010 and 2014.

a central element to this research.

particularly relevant to explore websites that could show

The act of walking through the city, as a methodological

what was being currently done in terms of street art, and

approach, was pointed out by João Teixeira Lopes (2008;
2013) as it allowing allows one to trace a proximity portrait of

art was also important, such as the collection of online arti-

the city, and as it permits the researcher to observe it from
within, through her senses. This is the core of the methodol-

-

ogy of the walker, (Lopes, 2008 e 2013), in which the act of
-

in media constructions for the marketing of cities. Another

corresponding to an intensive learning process in what con-

ticles about Banksy that were noticed, which contributed to

that which observes and integrates ephemeral communities,
in his/her encounters with others (Teixeira Lopes, 2008).1

artists, and how the choice for anonymity, or the use of a

op.cit.). Hence, it is important to highlight the considerable

personal name or a street name, is a very eloquent aspect of

amount of learning potential through the observation that is

how the artist conceives his or her construction of an artistic

stimulated by the incursions of the researcher within urban

career.

space, as it allows him/her to unravel an analytical process

The Portuguese press was also an important resource, both

of the elaboration of relations between the several aspects

online and in print form. This was not only a complementary

of the research object.
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This methodology of the walker became an essential methodological approach for this research. In order to compre-

of the passers-by.

art of Lisbon, several incursions through the streets of the
city were necessary.
Street art involves a diversity of circuits with a diversity of
Walking through these streets, in orderallowed the researcher

protagonists that constitute key -elements into the produc-

to observe street art pieces of whichthat the researchershe

tion and practices of street art in Lisbon. Therefore, the
researcher opted to trace a topography, not only ofthat
included, but was not limited to, the perceptions and rep-

street artists, the producers, andor the institutions and entiThere was not the intention of following a random order in

ties involved. The mapping of these inter-relations became

these routes, but of trying, non-exhaustively, to cover sev-

the starting point forto understanding the process of social

eral areas of the city of Lisbon. From these routes resulted

construction of public space (Low, 2014) through street art in

hundreds of photographs that constitute an invaluable part

the urban context of Lisbon.

of the visual data collected, as they document the observed
production of street art in this city, in its expressive diversity
and contexts of production.

searcher while discovering this particular art world (Becker,
2010) was one of observing the circumstances, people,

which the researcher could observe the elaboration of street

with the object (Costa, 2001), in order to unveil the complex-

art interventions, namely in programmed contexts.

ity of the processes that underlie the production of street art

These moments of observation happened either by mere

in Lisbon, as well as its actors.

chance, or because the researcher had been informed,
through social media or through the very artists involved.

A multi-methodological approach, including interviews and

These were naturally very rich in terms of the information that

a vast set of visual and bibliographic resources, was a com-

they provided for the research, in what concerneds the difwork, in which several moments of observations, the crecraft of creating an artistic intervention, and also, interestingly, the interactions and the momentary sociabilities that

routes were crucial aspects to the understanding and con-

take place within the moment of the intervention, between
the street artists, the passers-bys and the observers.

as an artistic expression in the public space of the city, can
be expressive of appropriations, uses of space, processes of

Another observation concerns how the space surrounding

transgression and legitimation, and also dynamics of identity

the street art intervention can be momentarily transformed,

and memory.

namely through the placing of objects or grids, and how this
creates situations that somehow resemble a stage, delimit-

Notes

ing the space of the artist and the public that observes what

1 - This article results from a research funded by Funda-

is, in fact, a strongly performative situation. Equally interesting was to note that some of these intervention moments

BD/82506/2011

might attract media attention, with photographers and inter-

2 - OSGEMEOS: Pra Quem Mora Lá, O Céu é Lá, Centro
Cultural de Belém, from 17/05 to 19/09/2010; Alexandre

ject that assumes forms of expressive and artistic intervention in the public space that can be illegal and spontaneous,

Farto aka Vhils: Dissection, Museu da Electricidade, from
05/07 to 05/10/2014.
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Lachmann, R.ichard (1988),

though technically unambitious - was an indispensable item

in American Journal of Sociology Volume 94, N(umber
2): (September 1988), pp .229-250.
Lopes, João TeixeiraJ.T. (2008),
, Iin Leite, Rogério
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São Cristóvão, Editora da Universidade Federal de Sergipe.
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Abstract
-

Linking the city to the concept never makes them identical,
but it plays on their progressive symbiosis: to plan a city is

area around the Kulturforum, the space is transitional in

both to think the very plurality of the real and to make that

nature, it is comprised by the Berlin Philharmonic, various

-

museums and cultural institutions and the State Library, but

ticulate it and be able to do it (Michel de Certeau, 1984: 56).
Rather, it is an open urban landscape seen on the way to
somewhere else. Still, in its initial conception, it was meant
to be a cultural anchor of West Berlin. Drawing on plans by
forest requires some schooling. Street names must speak to

Hans Scharoun from 1946-57, it was to counter the regu-

the urban wanderer like the snapping of dry twigs, and little

larity and denseness of the nineteenth century city with an
irregular urban landscape (Enke et al., 1999). Since Reuni-

for him, as clearly as a mountain valley. This art I acquired
were labyrinths on the blotting papers in my school note-

however, should stage a spatial-visual experience of Berlin,

books Walter Benjamin, 2006: 54).
Potential Labyrinths

that led to the Stadtschloß (Berlin City Palace), now under
reconstruction. It is framed by the Staatsoper (State Opera)
and was the site of the 1933 book burning and currently remains constricted by long-running renovations on the opera

must be schooled. This essay turns to Berlin today in an at-

house.

tempt to get lost in familiar places. These are sites that have
As both spaces are highly visible, there is a strong tendency
to contain them within conventions of seeing and to project
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intended urban meanings onto them. While it would not be

termediate space is entered into and in which the subject is

possible to physically get lost in either the Kulturforum area

inhabited by inner constellations of psychic realities, so that
while objects are fantastically charged, the experience of the

me in a labyrinth of associations in exploring them in August

subject is simultaneously fueled by outer reality. Thinking of

2014. Berlin does exist as a plurality of ideas on the planning

the city in terms of a potential or intermediate space allows

level. It has been and is still constantly being thought and re-

for it to be opened up to otherwise invisible trajectories so

thought and its urban fabric can reveal the condensation of

that the real in its totality is negated by what could be, what

representations. In the 1990s, for example, the question as

was, and what is present, but unarticulated.

and presented the challenge of inserting a new square into

In

an historical and historically charged space (Ladd, 1997).

(2006) investigates the intermedial and engages with it as a

Jane Rendell

methodology of spatial practice in which critical relationships
then extinguished through the developments of National So-

art and architecture through critical spatial practice, new interdisciplinary points of contact are established. In discuss-

1997: 121).

ing walking as spatial practice, Rendell (2006: 188) suggests

Brian Ladd (1997: 1) describes Berlin as a haunted city in

lows us to understand the urban fabric in terms of narrative

ing can thus be understood as a thought process in which
tell. New projects, therefore, are condensations between old

relationships between objects both present, covered over,

and new and point simultaneously to the past and the future.

and absent are continually being activated and re-thought

The pasts to draw from, however, are diverse and the plural-

by the subject. While such narratives may be idiosyncratic

complex trajectories into a seemingly coherent urban image.

development of space according to the evolution of any

In this paper the city is opened up as a train of associations

-

in which the experience of the city may be situated between
outer conditions and a playful engagement with them, al-

205-227; 216-217). Sites evoke dreamlike convergences of

lowing for unseen but present meanings to be brought into
focus. This line of thought is informed by object relations

movement through space. Free from normal sense-making

theory and the ideas of Donald Winnicott (2005) of experi-

constraints, unexpected arrangements may be created. Ur-

ence as a creative act in which the object of experience may

-

be both materially present and created by the subject. Expe-

ures germane to them. In this sense, dreamlike engagement

rience lies in a gulf between subject and object in a potential

with the public sphere could call into focus issues of social

space in which the line between self and other is blurred.

relevance.

Understanding this transitional aspect of space allows for
potential meanings to be brought into focus.

Referencing Michel de Certeau, Henri Lefebvre and the phe-

Urban experience may be situated in a potential space in

(2008) underlines the performative and productive aspects

which the city is an imagined site for the projection of new
architectures and urban ensembles, as alternative models

medium of lived social dynamics, and therefore contingent

contrasting or negating the present forms of the city. The

upon an interactive subject. That is, sites are not only idiosyncratically charged, but are situated in a social chain

entering into new constellations. Christopher Bollas (1992)

of associations. The Situationist International practiced

speaks of a dream-like relationship with objects where an in-

engagement with the social psychological nature of space
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linale and the Sony Center (Helmut Jahn, 1998-2000), one of
walking through the city, a critical art practice advanced by

the key festival cinemas and an evocative visitor destination.

the Situationists, objects of the city may be rearranged to

The area has become a collection of high-rises conveying

remains invisible. As Wolfrum notes, the Situationist investi-

Sony Center, for instance, is strongly contrasted by the his-

artistic urban interventions. She, however, calls for an active
engagement in the city through artistic-performative means
to return space to the cultural memory of an urban society.

(State Library) once looked out over the void surrounding

In the following, Berlin will be considered in terms of its in-

-

terspatiality, as sites as potential spaces activated in drifting

-

through them. Berlin will not only be re-imagined in terms of

thek once stood as a border of the Kulturforum, separating it

a critical and subversive thinking of the city, but the labyrinth
of the potential city will be considered. Further, in collaboratively thinking about the city with Knut Eckstein, artistic
practice will be presented as a means of urban investigation

has been re-designed and transformed into a tourist destina-

on a speculative level.

tion, the Kulturforum appears neglected. Furthermore, as an
emphasis has been placed on the restoration and re-conin the former Soviet sector, the purpose of the Kulturforum

Walking through the city of Berlin along Potsdamer Street

has been called into question.

onto the Kulturforum one encounters a bleak space, current-

The forum was planned by Scharoun in the 1960s as a type
of Stadtkrone (City Crown) in which a utopian concentration
of art and culture should evolve (Bernau, 2014). It was de-

of the forum square. The open area stretching from Hans

signed according to the ideal of an open and automobile-orientated urban space. Today the elements of the Kulturforum
stand in isolation to each other, and as an automobile-orientated space, it may not seem a place, as Nikolaus Bernauer

This ensemble of cultural institutions was intended to coun-

Kulturforum should be continue to be formulated and de-

ter the Berlin Museum Island containing the Old National

bated, so that the utopian ideals of the Kulturforum sharply

Gallery, which was included in the Soviet sector of the city.

diverge from what the forum currently is and has been. And a

-

type of potentiality transpires from this discrepancy between

ters in Europe, lies just north of the Kulturforum and became

the lived and the envisioned space, which is characteristic of
the city of Berlin and which speaks to the nature of space, as

remained a vacant, desolate territory. The once vibrant cenof ideas and images.
until the opening up of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and German
In

(1984:

some time afterwards due to a shift towards the previous
for a vision of it that at the time of its inception remained
encompassing a shift away from the Kulturforum.
-

-

-

duced by the eye, the everyday has a certain strangeness
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that does not surface, or whose surface is only its upper
perform an inducement to thinking. In the urban environ93). The space of the Kulturforum does as yet escape any to-

ment, the dissonance of spatial trajectories often contains
a potentiality for experiencing beyond an exchange-value

Nationagalerie, Philharmonie, Gemäldegalerie, etc.) do not

based vision. Art production as creative activity can involve a
practice of space in such a potential sense. Potential space,
understood in reference to Donald Winnicott (2005) lies between illusion and reality, between subjectivity and objectiv-

its disparate character. Stone and metal sculptures are scat-

ity. It is a type of playing in that the creative dimension of

tered around the sparse and seldom-visited park area. But

forming the object world is accentuated and the subject is

-

the creator of the objects, just as much as the objects exist

perience the open and non-spectacular space of the setting.

in and of themselves.

ies, which the visitor is allowed to investigate on his/her own.
The unassuming Gemäldegalerie, for example, houses one
-

Following in this direction, I would like to turn from urban

sive terrace leading into the museum complex (designed by

space to art production based on a constructive under-

Hilmer & Sattler und Albrecht, 1998) obscures the interior

standing of ephemeral and base materials in the art of Knut

volume. While the terrace incline may seem inhospitable to

Eckstein and then return with him in looking at the city as

the museum guest, it was once frequented by skateboard-

a potential and creative space. Bringing out the potentiality

ers who appreciated the multiple levels and open space, but

of space in his work, the Berlin-based artist Knut Eckstein

are now kept out through newly installed barriers, prohibiting
this impermissible activity.

especially in terms of how the public realm is conceived. In
2009, I collaborated with the artist in working on an exhiasked him to contribute a work that would facilitate open

intended and non-sanctioned manner. Discussing risk, pub-

spatial elements out of wood-supported cardboard boxes,

lic space and skateboarding, Iain Borden (2008: 154-158)

covered over with car-paint. The main structure was a raft-

sees skateboarding as a means of creating tension in public

like platform that visitors could sit on during talks, or which

space:

podium discussions could be held on. While functioning as

For example, skateboarding implies that architecture can be

a meeting place, the object is also a representation of urban

micro-spaces and not just grand monuments, that we can

collectivity. It recalls the improvised kinds of meeting places

produce not only things and objects but also desires and

found in the city where found objects can be occupied and

energies, that public space is for use rather than exchange,

transformed into makeshift gathering spots.

that one should use the public realm regardless of who one
is or what one owns, and that the way we use public space
is an essential factor of who we are.

work. Cardboard is a material synonymous with market cul-

Non-intentional use of space creates a tension, as well as a

ture and the transport of goods. The modular disposable

sense of playfulness and discovery. In discussing image and

cube forms embody a type of transience representational of
contemporary living. Signs and images are also interspersed
in these constructions. The artist titled the Giessen project

or seeing that which is not seen through disturbance. Irri-

détournement in reference to the Situationist technique of
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taking elements from commercial culture, subverting and si-

tagged through the use of high-gloss car paint and other

multaneously engaging with them in another context (Sadler,

materials, I tried to get the user intrigued and disgusted at

1988). Elements of the entertainment industry appear in

the same moment and to make him/her become aware that

-

a user of the space has to possibly overcome his/her own

nouncements attached to cardboard stele. Kino (Cinema)
written in cable-light was hung from the ceiling at the en-

Also to be inside or invited to a communicative open space,

trance of the exhibition, suggesting that the ensemble could

to commemorate the city itself in the installation, I also used

function as a theater, a place of spectacle, which it did on

the cable-light sign at the entrance of the exhibition reading

one occasion. But whereas commercial signs entice us to
consume based on monetary exchange value, détournement invited the visitor to communicate in a social setting
and to playfully engage with each other in using the space.

space or meaning in a way to work out new content beyond

In researching for the exhibition, the artist spoke with the
university students regarding the history of the 1968 protests

Ephemeral materials, velocity and rawness get almost no

in Gießen, a city known for a certain leftist tendency. The

common allowance in public, but point out the moment of
transgression and transition into new orders, rules or align-

very topical with the threat of tuition fees and cuts to the unistate capital Wiesbaden.

porary large scale rope-light sign and deliberately vague
the entrance to a big construction site for a future fun park

idea of a collective space could be regarded as further qualities of the subversive and I think this is an aspect brought
-

the viewer in its layout and presentation and led to questioning the whole site.

tial communication. But I have asked him to insert his own

The fun park actually closed down again after only 3 months

thoughts here on the notion of disobedience, urban space

of operating.

and his work. We will take this collaboration as a point of de2010: After being invited to the show ‘open light in private
in Berlin.
garden house) into a refreshment stand. Its deliberately proKnut Eckstein Speaking on the Strategy of the Provisional3

visional sign of one of the best internationally known bev-

I started thinking about the installation for Giessen from the
that occurred in this small university city that lacks any other

vending machine inside the small hut to get a self-labeled
beverage from the above mentioned brand subverting its image and philosophy.

meetings in public space that can be formulated as a (re)
action of civil disobedience. The demonstrators were even
using signs and signals that are forbidden in public (e.g. the

the façade of a contemporary 5-story building displaying the

Swastika) to protest against the so-called leading class opin-

multilayered logo of one of the biggest oil companies in the

ion and power. This led to the contribution of an installation

world and an accompanying double yellowish red star that
is illegal in Hungary at the moment if it is displayed in red.

at an exhibition hall. Insisting on the importance of entering

This conveys a reading of corporate identities in ambiguous
ways when connected to historical facts of both German and

make it work as a critical platform for thought and meaning.
Making the surface like liquid and moldy, like scratched and

Hungarian history.
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-

War II, the ensemble became part of the Soviet Sector and
founder of the Social Democratic Party and publicist (Böhne
and Schmidt, 2000).
tories, and is momentarily dominated by large construction

given situations. They draw from their environments, re-

containers used for the extensive and long renovations of

arranging textual, visual and structural materials to stimulate alternative, but site-inherent modes of communication.

-

In considering how a critically artistic approach to space

ing, transforming it into a type of playground object. What

could broaden conventional modi of perception, we ques-

interested us in the area was not in fact its representational

tioned the role that signs play in charging spaces with con-

character, but a new level of meaning which it momentarily

tent. We propose that a subversively playful approach to the
built environment can detour meaning systems and open it

-

up to thinking in terms of the provisional in which potential
associations are brought into focus. Employing the method

those seeking asylum for humanitarian reasons, which has

of the dérive, or the drift, the Situationists wandered about

been a very current theme throughout Europe with debates

the city letting themselves be led by ambiences, discovering

taking place on the rights of asylum seekers and also on the

socio-psychological relations, often the result of unintend-

problem of appropriate housing for the refugees.

ed arrangements (Sadler, 1998). Exploring Berlin, we were
a representational area, which is currently in a state of transi-

mances are being displayed around the construction area

tion. Also known as the Forum Fredericianum, it evolved as a

and remind the visitor that this is in fact the site of the famous
opera house. This is a cogent contrast, as the construction

for a cultural center and consisted of the Royal Opera House

objects also recall elements of makeshift dwellings, again
calling into consciousness a current need for socially func-

Royal Library (today a part of the Humboldt University) and

tioning spaces and not just representational ones. Groups

the Prince Heinrich Palais (today the main building of Hum-

of tourists are guided through the square and told how to

boldt University) (Böhne and Schmidt, 2000). It represented

comprehend it, as its importance is not so readily apparent.

Prussian Berlin as a cultural center and as a place of tol-

There is a tension between how the area should be, how it

erance (the Catholic cathedral in the Protestant kingdom)

now is, and how it could be. The subversiveness is a potenti-

and was later transformed into a site of intolerance when

ality inherent in the urban ensemble - as its objects now (pro-

National Socialist students burnt the books of hundreds of

visionally) relate to each other - that highjacks the vision of

writers, publicists, philosophers and scientists on May 10,

the space through an insertion of an opposed and imagined

1933 (Roth and Frajman, 1999). The event is now remem-

spatial experience. The current transitory character points

bered through the memorial Bibliothek (Library, 1995) by the

both to an ideal future vision of the square, while also allow-

Israeli artist Micha Ullman and a plaque with a quote by the
spaces. Questions arise as to whom they are designed for,
a prelude, there where they burn books, in the end they burn

how such spaces can truly express a sense of inclusion, and
how they can facilitate meaningful discourses. Inserted into
-
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gen/269/
the cracks of staged spatial images, recalling the uniqueness of the present spatial conditions. Subversive signs and

3 The following section encompasses remarks by Knut Eck-

acts, coupled together with the contingent provisional states

stein from September 2014 regarding his work as a subversion of normative spatial experiences.
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Figure 3: Knut Eckstein, spacepark, logosign and box accumulation, 2002

Figure 4: Knut Eckstein, ‘unsicheres terrain (on a shaky ground), Budapest, 2012
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Abstract
-

As a photographer and publicist, I have seen how the docu-

New York. By then this had made a huge imprint on teenag-

-

ers from distant parts of Stockholm who had built an infor-

tical process. Since 1988, I have been a part of this, and I will
Since my space is limited, I will build my case on personal,
in future analysis of empirical data.

by 1987, the amount of publications on both foreign and loTobias Barenthin Lindblad and I were rookies, or (according

the subway trains of New York. The creativity and energy
trinsic mix of individuality and community. This inspired me.
Despite our inexperience, we had an SLR camera each,
and even wrote some signatures in the subway. However, my
produced with our cameras also caught the interest of wellI found out it was the documentary Style Wars (Chalfant and

established writers. Like many other kids we would watch
out the windows of subway and commuter trains and where

two national television channels that Friday evening in September 1984, thus making a nation wide impact.

to study and document it. Our travels took us to parts of
Stockholm and other cities across Europe we had never vis-

tion, but eventually our self-imposed vocation would lead us

-

to professional careers in photography and publishing. We
of information was limited these distances were bridged over
are willing to prove your sincere commitment through hard

-

work, usually through intensive bombing or a mastery of

teen-year-old kids from Sweden and elsewhere, read Getting

style painting (e.g. Barenthin Lindblad and Jacobson, 2011).

Up by Craig Castleman (1982), an American social science

in printed matter as opposed to paintings on walls.

on the way. Us teens treated the available publications on

There have been considerable changes in the available type
and amount of published information since I began docu-

the aspects mentioned above, the information available did
not quite correspond to our time and place. During the sec-

stages. These are theoretical ideal type constructions that

and elsewhere. By then youths were inspired by what they

will overlap in real life. Each new stage does not supersede

saw around them, rather than by documentations from New

the previous stages, rather it adds to them.

1

-

ones I have had most experience of. I will then conclude with

on the train tracks to actually see what had been painted or

cuss the stages in the perspectives of technique, participant
-

names up in the streets or on the trains. But we were lucky

trol. This can further be related to perceived and constructed
audience and social borders, age, power, economics, infor-

teach us the unwritten rules and codes: Jacob Kimvall who

mal learning processes, and several other aspects that I will

was a year older than us. He would eventually team up with

only be able to foreshadow.

a cardinal function, i.e. to see which writers had style and
Like most youths outside of New York who were interested

covers, a few movies, out of which a couple circulated on

many countries. At this time, information was treated like

poor VHS copies, and occasional music videos one might

industry secrets, those who had photos of new styles from

happen to see blaring on a TV at some random fast food res-

other cities and countries often kept them to themselves.

taurant. The limited number of publications made my friends

Control over information gave a certain amount of power
2

This power is still exercised, for

much distinction between a video on MTV or a book by a

instance, some writers choose not to put their pieces online

social anthropologist.

and occasionally even ask others not to publish their work,
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Underground Productions (UP) in a print run of 320 black
-

and News. UP had an ambition: to give a true and just depic-

ternational fame to writers that had been local heroes and
increased the speed and spread of information. This also
-

-

were appreciated. Within the same year, two more issues

or quality (with respect to placement and risk) was vivid at

were released in 1000 and 1500 copies.
of images depicting the same tag, even if that writer totally
We were teenagers without much knowledge of the printing

dominated a city. Pieces that would be interesting to study

industry. But the developing technique of desktop publish-

in detail were preferred.

-

hand, without mediation or someone editing and controlling

long ago by telling stories, narrating myths, and creating leg-

and positions.
-

the train lines of their cities. In his dissertation, Jacob Kimvall
(2014: 39) suggests within-subculture-documentarians to be

outside observers.3 Compared to a few years earlier, the

labeled chroniclers. We were not simply documenting an ex-

amount of information was abundant, the distance in time

as a phenomenon. Kimvall also points out that the practice
over long distances (Macdonald, 2001). But since these disThese images and this network served as a foundation for

tances in the dimensions mentioned above were shorter, the
feeling of global community and closeness was enhanced.

of us chroniclers traded photos over national borders and
continents. This was an informal reciprocal economy where
an equal exchange of photos was expected. These photos
were required to have the same quality (concerning both
otherwise the established trade link would fade. In addition

-

-

print run was 4000 and by 1995, after three years in business, the print run was 6000 copies, a considerate number
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What had started out as a hobby now looked much more like
a profession. Along the way, we also had to learn sales and

published a book that Tobias Barenthin Lindblad edited with

economics, but we still worked with this in our spare time.
I had initiated a career as a freelance photographer and jour-

like we entered a wormhole that brought us back to the roots

business, I had participated in publishing several books. By

amongst the most inspiring in the few American books that
had reached Sweden when we where kids.

on several years of documentation. This resulted in the book
They Call Us Vandals (Jacobson, 2000) and a publishing
ment förlag).

In 2003, Dokument Press published its second book, Over-

-

ground, which was edited by members of the UP editorial

dia landscape has shifted dramatically through the Internet

-

principal publishing program.
houses took forced editors like us to function as gatekeepers deciding what to publish. Social media like Fotolog,
the amount of work increased and more economic consid-

Instagram, and Facebook do not have gatekeepers in that
sense. Thus, the distance between the roles of document-

has been a movement from the perspective of insider to ob-

became publishers earlier surface on Internet, intermingled

server that has increased over the course of twenty years.
The last issue of UP was published in June 2012, twenty
At the same time the distance, in space and time, to the
actual walls with paintings, has, in a sense, never been bigbono part of the publishing program) due to the workload

ger. The need to actually travel and put yourself in front of

with other publications.

a painted wall when it is still present has declined in op-

quired skills and network professionally as journalists, pho-

context as style, something that Peter Bengtsen (2014) has

tographers, publishers, researchers, spray paint manufac-

discussed concerning street art.

turers and store owners. This should be discussed in relation
What is less apparent in the torrent of images on the InterSnyder, 2009).

net is that the contemplative narration of stories has been

Dokument Press and our professional careers might be de-

pushed into the background in favor of a visual fragmentary

pushing the subculture out. But that is only a relevant de-

-

scription if you believe subcultures do possess some kind

-

of static authenticity. Rather we, as subcultural publishers,

spectives. One topic to be studied in detail would be the

embrace all the roles and stages we have experienced. We
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above. The way I have discussed distance and closeness as
well as participant and observer positions throughout this

this relation indicates that one who is close by is remote, but

Dokument Press, a leading international publisher on urban
culture. Jacobson is currently graduate student in Sociology
at Stockholm University.
More information on Dokument Press at www.dokument.org
and Underground Productions at www.upmag.se.
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